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DUKE POWER COMPANY 
POWER BUILDING 

422 SOUTH CHURCH STREET, CHARLOTTE, N. C. 28242 

WILLIAM 0. PARKER,JR. April 30, 1981 
VICE PRESIDENT TELEPHONE: AREA 704 

STEAM PRODUCTION 373-4083 

Harold R. Denton, Director 
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Washington, D. C. 20555 

Attention: J. F. Stolz, Chief 
Operating Reactors Branch #4 

Re: Oconee Nuclear Station 
Docket Nos. 50-269, -270, -287 

Dear Sir: 

This submittal supplements my letter of March 18, 1981 and provides our 

completed engineering evaluation of cable separation in the Oconee con

tainments. Attachment I provides the details of the review for Oconee 3; 

Oconee 2 is similar to Oconee 3 for the purpose of this review; Oconee 1, 
which is of the opposite hand from Oconee 3, is detailed in Attachment I-A.  

Attachment II.provides the drawings referenced in Attachment I, I-A.  

Attachment III contains a request .for exemption from the requirements of 
Section III.G.3 of the rule for each Oconee Control Room.  

In as much as this letter supplements a previous request, no additional 

license fees are provided.  

Ver truly yours, 

William 0. Parker, Jr. a 

RLG/mwk 
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ATTACHMENT I 

SECTION 1II.G.2 - Fire Protection of Safe Shutdown Capability 

Separation of Circuits in Noninerted Containments 

A review of circuits inside containment necessary for hot shutdown has been completed.  

Hot shutdown condition was chosen since at this condition the containment can be 

entered and necessary damage control measures can be taken in order to then come to a 

cold shutdown. The following is a listing of minimum functions inside containment 

necessary to achieve and maintain hot shutdown condition. Unit 3 is shown below, 

Unit 2 is similiar to Unit 3 and Unit I which is opposite hand from Unit 3 is detailed 

in attachment I-A. The Standby Shutdown Facility cabling listed below will be made 

functional consistent with schedule for completion of Standby Shutdown Facility.  

A. Instrumentation 

Reactor Coolant Loop Pressure 

Steam Generator Level 

Reactor Coolant Loop Inlet and Outlet Temperatures 

Pressurizer Level 

B. Valves 

Decay Heat Removal/Reactor Coolant System Isolation Valves LP-1 or LP-2 

Pressurizer Power Operated Relief Valve RC-66 

C. Pressurizer Heaters



The following descriptions outline how cables are routed, amount of cable separation, 

and intervening combustibles. These descriptions illustrate that hot shutdown capa

bility will not be compromised due to a fire inside containment. Also included along 

with these descriptions are drawings which are referenced to show cable routes.  

A. Instrumentation 

1. Reactor Coolant Loop A Pressure 

The Standby Shutdown Facility (SSF) device PT-225 is located on drawing 0-2885 at 

coordinates 6-J. The cable associated with this device is number EMC 1821A.  

This cable continues on drawing 0-2886D at coordinates 3-H. This cable is also 

shown on east elevation with device at elevation 799+0. The balance of plant (BOP) 

device PT-18P is located on drawing 0-2886E at coordinates 8-1. The cable 

associated with this device is number NEI-214A. This cable is also shown on east 

elevation with device at elevation 829+0.  

As shown on the east elevation, a fire on the platform at elevation 816+9 is un

likely to effect both SSF and BOP cables. The BOP cable is located approximately 

nine feet above the platform and is separated from the SSF cable by a horizontal 

distance of about six feet. In the unlikely event a fire destroyed both the SSF 

and BOP cables, hot shutdown would be accomplished using both loop A and B by 

utilization of Loop B Instrumentation. Loop B is located on the opposite side of 

the containment as shown on drawing 0-2886. A detailed description of Loop B is 

included in this summary.  

2. Reactor Coolant Loop B Pressure 

The SSF device PT-226 is located on drawing 0-2886C at coordinates 6-E. The cable 
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associated with this device is number EMC1822A. This cable is also shown on the 

west elevation with device at elevation 824+0. The BOP device PT-20P is also 

located on drawing 0-2886C at coordinate 6-E and continues on drawing 0-2886D at 

coordinates 6-F. The cable associated with this device is number ENI-415A.  

This cable is also shown on the west elevation with device at elevation 828+0.  

As shown on the west elevation a fire on the floor at elevation 797+0 is unlikely 

to effect both SSF and BOP cables. The SSF cable is located approximately twenty 

seven feet above the floor and the BOP cable is located thirty one feet above the 

floor. There is also a limited amount of intervening combustibles, consisting of 

three cable trays. In the unlikely event a fire destroyed both the SSF and BOP 

cables hot shutdown would be accomplished using both loop A and B by utilization 

of Loop A Instrumentation. Loop A is located on the opposite side of the contain

ment as shown on drawing 0-2886. A detailed description of Loop A is included in 

this summary.  

3. Steam Generator A Level 

The SSF device LT-66 is located on drawing 0-2884 at coordinate 6-J. The cable 

associated with this device is number EMCl825A. This cable continues on drawing 

0-2885 at coordinates 3-E then continues on drawing 0-2886D at coordinates 3-H.  

This cable is also shown on the east elevation with device at elevation 779+0.  

The BOP dev.ice LT-80 is located on drawing 0-2884 at coordinates 6-J. The cable 

associated with this device is number EMI-ll0A. This cable continues on drawing 

0-2886-E at coordinates 8-H and is shown on the east elevation at elevation 778+0.  

As shown on the east elevation, these devices are approximately eight feet apart.  

In the unlikely event a fire destroyed both the SSF and BOP cables, hot shutdown 
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would be accomplished by using Steam Generator B instrumentation and determining 

whether Steam Generator A should be isolated. Steam Generator B i.s located on 

the oppostie side of containment as shown on drawing 0-2886. A detailed description 

of Steam Generator B is included in this summary.  

4. Steam Generator B Level 

The SSF device LT-67 is located on drawing 0-2884 at coordinates 6-D. The cable 

associated with this device is number EMCl826A. This cable continues on drawing 

0-2885 at coordinates 7-C then continues on drawing 0-2886C at coordinates 7-D.  

This cable is also shown on the west elevation with device at elevation 779+0. The 

BOP device LT-81 is located on drawing 0-2884 at coordinates 7-E. The cable 

associated with this device is number EMI-ll0B. This cable continues on drawing 

0-2886C at coordinates 10-F then continues on drawing 0-2886E at coordinates 10-H.  

This cable is also shown on the west elevation at elevation 781+6 and the east 

elevation from elevation 828+0 to 845+0.  

As shown on the west elevation-these devices are approximately seven feet apart.  

In the unlikely event a fire destroyed both the SSF and BOP cables, hot shutdown 

would be accomplished by using Steam Generator A instrumentation and determining 

whether Steam Generator B should be isolated. Steam Generator A is located on 

the opposite side of containment as shown on drawing 0-2886. A detailed descript

ion of Steam Generator A is included in this summary.  

5. Reactor Coolant Loop A Inlet Temperature - Pump A-1 

The SSF device RD6A/RC5A-TE3 is located on drawing 0-2885 at coordinates 13-H.  
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The cable associated with this device is number IS80B. This cable continues on 

drawing 0-2886E at coordinates 8-H then continues on drawing 0-2887 at coordinates 

8-H then continues on drawing 0-2886D at coordinates 3-H. This cable is also 

shown on the east elevation at elevation 823+0 and 850+6. The BOP device RD6B/RC5A-TE4 

is located on drawing 0-2885 at coordinates 13-H. The cable associated with this 

device is number IS-85A. This cable continues on drawing 0-2886E at coordinates 

8-H. This cable is also shown on the east elevation 823+0.  

As shown on the referenced drawings both the SSF and BOP cables are located in 

the same tray. In the event a fire destroyed these cables, hot shutdown would 

be accomplished by using loop B instrumentation. Loop B is located on the opposite 

side of containment as shown on drawing 0-2886. A detailed description of Loop B 

is included in this summary.  

6. Reactor Coolant Loop A Inlet Temperature - Pump A-2 

The SSF device RD5B/RC5A-TE2 is located on drawing 0-2885 at coordinates 11-H.  

The cable associated with this device is number IS84B. This cable continues on 

drawing 0-2886E at coordinates 8-H then continues on drawing 0-2887 at coordinates 

8-H then continues on drawing 0-2886D at coordinates 3-H. This cable is also 

shown on the east elevation at elevation 823+0 and 850+6. The BOP device 

RD5A/RC5A-TE1 is located on drawing 0-2885 at coordinates ll-H. The cable associated 

with this device is number IS-79A. This cable continues on drawing 0-2886E at 

coordinates 8-H. This cable is also shown on the east elevation at elevation 823+0.  

As shown on the referenced drawings both the SSF and BOP cables are located in 

the same cable tray. In the event a fire destroyed these cables, hot shutdown 

would be accomplished by using Loop B instrumentation. Loop B is located on the 

opposite side of containment as shown on drawing 0-2886. A detailed description 

of Loop B is included in this summary.



7. Reactor Coolant Loop A Outlet Temperature 

The SSF device RD84A/RC4A-TE5 is located on drawing 0-2887 at coordinates 6-H.  

The cable associated with this device is number IS77B. This cable continues 

on drawing 0-2886E at coordinates 8-H then continues on drawing 0-2887 at 

coordinates 8-H then continues on drawing 0-2886D at coordinates 3-H. This 

cable is also shown on the east elevation at elevation 823+0 and 850+6. The 

BOP device RDIA/RC4A-TE1 is located on drawing 0-2887 at coordinates 8-H. The 

cable associated with this device is number ENI-108A. This cable continues on 

drawing 0-2886E at coordinates 3-F.  

As shown on drawing 0-2887 the SSF and BOP cables are separated by four 

feet. In the unlikely event a fire destroyed these cables, hot shutdown would 

be accomplished by using Loop B instrumentation. Loop B is located on the 

opposite side of containment as shown on.drawing 0-2886. A detailed description 

of Loop B is included in this summary.  

8. Reactor Coolant Loop B Inlet Temperature - Pump B-I 

The SSF device RD8A/RC5B-TE3 is located on drawing 0-2885 at coordinates 13-K.  

The cable associated with this device is number IS87B. This cable continues 

on drawing 0-2886C at coordinates 9-G. This cable is also.shown on the west 

elevation at elevation 826+0. The BOP device RD8B/RC5B-TE4 is located on 

drawing 0-288 5 at coordinates 13-K. The cable associated with this device is 

number IS-93A. This cable continues on drawing 0-2886C at coordinate 9-G.  

This cable is also shown on the west elevation at elevation 826+0.  

As shown on the referenced drawings the SSF and BOP cables are located in the 
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same cable tray. In the event a fire destroyed these cables, hot shutdown 

would be accomplished by using Loop A instrumentation. Loop A is located on 

the opposite s.ide of containment as shown on drawing 0-2886. A detailed descript

ion of Loop A is included in this summary.  

9. Reactor Coolant Loop B Inlet Temperature - Pump B-2 

The SSF device RD7B/RC5B-TE2 is located on drawing 0-2885 at coordinates 1l-K.  

The cable associated with this device is number 1S928. This cable continues on 

drawing 0-2886D at coordinates 5-H then continues on drawing 0-2886C at 

coordinates 3-F. The BOP device RD7A/RC5B-TE1 is located on drawing 0-2885 at 

coordinates 11-K. The cable associated with this device is number IS-86A. This 

cable continues on drawing 0-2886D at coordinates 5-H then continues on drawing 

0-2886C at coordinates 3-F.  

As shown on the referenced drawings the SSF and BOP cables are located in the 

same cable tray. In the event a fire destroyed these cables, hot shutdown would 

be accomplished by using loop A instrumentation. Loop A is located on the.opposite 

side of containment as shown on drawing 0-2886. A detailed description of Loop A 

is included in this summary.  

10. Reactor Coolant Loop B Outlet Temperature 

The SSF device RD85A/RC4B-TE5 is located on drawing 0-2887 at coordinates 5-E.  

The cable associated with this device is number IS78B. This cable continues 

on drawing 0-2886D at coordinates 5-H then continues on drawing 0-2886C at 

coordinates 3-F. The BOP device RD3A/RCB-TE1 is located on drawing 0-2887 at 

coordinates 6-E. The cable associated with this device is number ENI-308A. This 

cable continues on drawing 0-2886C at coordinates 6-J. This cable is also shown 

on the west elevation atelevation 826+0.  
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As shown on drawing 0-2887 the SSF and BOP cables are separated by four feet. In 

the unlikely event a fire destroyed these cables, hot shutdown would be accom

plished by using Loop A instrumentation. Loop A is located on the opposite side of 

containment as shown on drawing 0-2886. A detailed description of Loop A is included 

in this summary.  

11. Pressurizer Level 

The SSF device LT-72 is located on drawing 0-2884 at coordinates 4-D. The cable 

associated with this device is number EMC1827A. This cable continues on drawing 

0-2885 at coordinates 3-E then continues on drawing 0-2886D at coordinates 3-H.  

This cable is also shown on the west elevation with device at elevation 779+2.  

The BOP device LT-4PI is located on drawing 0-2885 at coordinates 7-D. The cable 

associated with this device is number IS-96A. This cable continues.to the east 

penetration. This cable is also shown on the west elevation at elevation 802+3.  

As shown on the west elevation horizontal separation of approximately thirty-nine 

feet is more than adequate to prevent one fire from effecting both devices.  

12. East Penetrations 

The.East penetrations are shown on drawing 0-2886E at coordinates 9-1 and 3-1.  

A review of cables at these penetrations are as follows: 

SSF BOP 

RC Loop A Inlet - Pump A-1 RC Loop A Inlet - Pump A-1 

RC Loop A Inlet - Pump A-2 RC Loop A Inlet - Pump A-2 

RC Loop A Outlet *RC Loop A Outlet 

RC Loop A Pressure 
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SSF BOP 

Steam Generator A Level 

Steam Generator B Level 

Pressurizer Level 

Pressurizer Heater 

As previously stated for Reactor Coolant Loop A Inlet Temperatures if cables are 

destroyed, hot shutdown would be accomplished by using Loop B instrumentation.  

This requires utilization of entire loop B instrumentation and not part of A 

instrumentation and part of B instrumentation. The remaining cables in this 

area are backed up by redundant cables located in other areas. Therefore a fire 

at the east penetration has the same consequences as a fire which destroys Reactor 

Coolant Loop A Inlet temperatures.  

* Note that penetration for BOP RC Loop A outlet is separated from remainder of 

east penetrations by approximately fifty feet as shown on drawing O-2886E.  

13. West Penetrations 

The West Penetrations are shown on drawings 0-2886C at coordinates 4-D and 0-2886D 

at coordinates 3-E. A review of cables at these penetrations are as follows: 

SSF BOP 

RC Loop A Inlet - Pump A-1 

RC Loop A Inlet - Pump A-2 

RC Loop A Outlet --

RC Loop B Inlet - Pump B-I RC Loop B Inlet - Pump B-1 

RC Loop B Inlet - Pump B-2 RC Loop B Inlet - Pump B-2 

RC Loop B Outlet RC Loop B Outlet



SSF BOP 

RC Loop B Pressure RC Loop B Pressure 

Steam Generator B Level 

Pressurizer Level 

RC Loop A Pressure 

Steam Generator A Level 

Pressurizer Heater 

As previously stated for Reactor Coolant Loop B Inlet and Outlet temperatures 

and pressure,if cables are destroyed hot.shutdown would be accomplished by using 

Loop A instrumentation. This requires utilization of entire loop A instrumentation 

and not part of A instrumentation and part of B instrumentation. The remaining 

cables in this area are backed up by redundant cables located in other areas as 

previously described. Therefore a fire at the west penetration has the same 

consequences as a fire which destroys Reactor Coolant Loop B Inlet and Outlet 

temperatures and pressure.  

B. Valves 

1. Decay Heat Removal/Reactor Coolant System Isolation Valves LP-1 or LP-2 

Valves LP-1 and LP-2 are located on drawing 0-2885 at coordinates 3-H. These 

valves are also shown on FSAR figure 9-6. A review of these valves concluded 

that either valve LP-1 or LP-2 must remain closed to assure hot shutdown.  

Opening of both valves could result in loss of reactor coolant.  

These valves will not open as result of fire inside containment since the 

permissive control room interlock is in series with the valve opening contactor 
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coil after the limit switches. This configuration prevents heater control 

power or lamp power from reaching the opening contactor coil circuit. Cir

cuitry for these valves is shown on drawing OEE-152-13 and 13A.  

2. Pressurizer Power Operated Relief Valve RC-66 

The PORV, RC-66 is located on drawing 0-2887 at coordinates 7-E. This valve 

is also shown on FSAR figure of 4-la for Unit 2 and 4-lb for Unit 3. A review 

concluded that this valve must remain closed to assure hot shutdown.  

This valve will not open as a result of fire inside containment for the follow

ing reason: 

For units 2 and 3 one cable is involved which includes three conductors to limit 

switches and two conductors to the solenoid. If a fire burns the cable, then the 

solenoid cannot be energized. If the insulation is burned off all of the conductors 

but the cable does not separate, then the five conductors in the cable could short 

together (probably a high resistance short) and the red and green indicator lights 

could possibly light up, however,- since 125 volts D. C. is not available to the 

solenoid and based on the fact that the solenoid conductors are shorted, the solenoid 

cannot be energized or picked up. There is no combination of selected shorts that 

will impose 125 volts D. C. across the solenoid and cause the PORV to operate.  

Pick up current and voltage for the solenoid is 25 amps at 125 volts D.C. This 

current and voltage is not available to the solenoid under this condition. Cir- 

cuitry for these valves is shown on drawing OEE-350-7.  
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C. Pressurizer Heater 

The Pressurizer Heater delta boxes are located on drawing 0-2885 at coordinates 

.7-D. The SSF cables associated with the pressurizer are number XSF9B, XSF9C, XSF9D 

and XSF9E which are routed to the west penetration. The BOP cables are located in 

three vertically stacked trays from the delta boxes to the panel boards.. This 

portion of the cable route is shown on drawing 0-2885 at coordinates 7-D then 

continues on drawing 0-2884 at coordinates 7-D then comes back to drawing 0-2885 

at coordinates 9-H where cables are routed to panel boards located at coordinates 

.8-H. The feeder cables continue from the panel boards to the east penetration in 

two vertically stacked trays. The pressurizer delta boxes are shown on the west 

elevation at elevation 810+0.  

As shown on drawing 0-2885 the cabling for the SSF and BOP functions are 

adequately separated in all areas except at the delta boxes. In the unlikely 

event a fire developed at these delta boxes and all pressurizer heater cables 

were destroyed, a hot shutdown condition could not be maintained indefinitely.  

A fire in this area would require that as soon as hot shutdown were achieved 

steps would be taken to then go to cold shutdown. A review of circuits necessary 

for cold shutdown is included in section E of this report.  

D. Cold Shutdown 

A hot shutdown condition can be maintained for a postulated fire inside contain

ment except for a fire at the pressurizer heater delta boxes. A cold shutdown 

scenario for this condition is addressed-in section E of this report. With 

exception of this one area, damage control measures can be taken after hot shut-i 

down is achieved in order to proceed with obtaining a cold shutdown.  
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E. Cold Shutdown if Pressurizer Heater Not Available 

In the event the postulated fire occurs at the pressurizer heater delta boxes as 

described in.section B.12 above and function of all pressurizer heater cables where 

destroyed then the following items are needed to obtain a cold shutdown.  

a. Instrumentation 

Reactor Coolant Loop Pressure 

Pressurizer Level 

Reactor Coolant Loop A or B Inlet and Outlet Temperatures 

Steam Generator A and B Level 

Source Range Nuclear Instrumentation (Need I of 2 channels) 

b. Valves 

Pressurizer Power Operated Relief Valve RC-66 (Closed) 

Decay Heat Removal/Reactor Coolant System Isolation Valves 

LP-1 and LP-2 (Operable) 

Reactor Coolant System Letdown Valves HP-1 and HP-3 or HP-2 and HP-4 

(remain open) 

Component Cooling Valves to Letdown Heat Exchangers CC-1 and CC-2 

(remain open) 

Core Flood Reactor Coolant System Isolation Valves 

CF-1 and CF-2 (operable) 

The following is a description of availability of items needed for cold shutdown without 

pressurizer heater.  

a. Instrumentation 

1. Reactor Coolant Loop A&B Pressure 

Cabling for both SSF and BOP RC Loop A and B Pressure will not be effected 

by .a fire at the pressurizer heater delta boxes. These cable routes are 
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defined in sections A.1 and A.2 of this report.  

2. Pressurizer Level 

Cabling for SSF Pressurizer Level will not be effected by a fire at the 

pressurizer heater delta boxes. This cable route is deifned in section A.II 

of this report.  

3. Reactor Coolant Loop A or B Inlet and Outlet Temperatures 

Cabling for both SSF and BOP RC Loop A will not be effected by a fire at the 

pressurizer heater delta boxes. These cable routes are defined in Section 

A.5, A.6 and A.7 of this report.  

Cabling for both SSF and BOP RC Loop B Inlet Temperatures (Pump B-2) will not 

be effected by a fire at the pressurizer heater delta boxes. These cable 

routes are defined in section A.9 of this report.  

Cabling for SSF RC Loop B Outlet Temperature will not be effected by a fire 

at the pressurizer heater delta boxes. This cable route is defined in section 

A.10 of this report.  

4. Steam Generator A and B Level 

Cabling for both SSF and BOP Steam Generator A and B Level will not be effect

ed by a fire at the pressurizer heater delta boxes. These cable routes are 

defined in sections A.3 and A.4 of this report.  

5. Source Range Nuclear Instrumentation 

Cabling for channel NI-1 Source Range Nuclear Instrumentation will not be 

effected by a fire at the pressurizer heater delta boxes. This cabling is 

separated from the delta boxes by more than thirty feet.  
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b. Valves 

1. Pressurizer Power Operated Relief Valve RC-66 (closed) 

As previously defined in section B.2 a fire will not cause valve RC-66 

to open.  

2. Decay Heat Removal/Reactor Coolant System Isolation Valves LP-1 and LP-2 

(operable) 

Cabling for both SSF and BOP will not be effected by a fire at the pressurizer 

heater delta boxes. These valves are located on drawing 0-2885 at coordinates 

3-H. As shown on this drawing and following cables to the west Asz

penetration it can be seen that cables are separated from the delta boxes 

by a minimum of fifty feet.  

3. Reactor Coolant Valves to Letdown Valves - Valve HP-1 and HP-3 or 

HP-2 and HP-4 (Remain open) 

Valves HP-1 and HP-3 are normally open and HP-2 and HP-4 are normally closed.  

In the event valve HP-1 and HP-3 are closed then HP-2 and HP-4 must be open.  

It has been determined that control power cannot be applied inadvertantly 

to valves HP-3 and HP-4 in the event of a fire in containment. The permissive 

control room interlock is in series with the valve open holding coil after 

the limit switches; therefore the heater control power or lamp control power 

is prevented from reaching the open holding coil circuit.  

An analysis of the effects of a fire on cables for valves HP-I and HP-2 

show that these valves will not closp if open. This analysis is similiar 

to that detailed below for valve CC-I and CC-2.  
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From the above it has been concluded that either valve sets HP-1 and HP-3 

or HP-2 and HP-4 will remain open. Circuitry for valves HP-1 and HP-2 is 

shown on attached drawing OEE-351-13. Valves HP-3 and HP-4 are shown on 

drawing OEE-151.  

4. Component Cooling Valves to Letdown Heat Exchangers Valve CC-I and 

CC-2 (remain open) 

An analysis of these two normally open valves concluded that a fire will 

not cause the valves to operate. A postulated fire, in which the cable 

burns severing all conductors will leave these valves open; likewise, if the 

cable burns without shorting, the valves remain open. A highly improbable 

scenario exists which involved shorting certain conductors in two separate 

cables while leaving the motor operator lead conductors undamaged. Further

more, this scenario would have to leave the control conductors with no faults 

to ground, thereby keeping the control fuse intact. This is a highly improbable 

occurrence since control conductors are run in grounded interlocked armor cable.  

The analysis concluded that this scenerio is virtually impossible and that 

valves will remain in the open position. Circuitry for these valves is shown 

on drawing OEE-351-13.  

5. Core Flood/Reactor Coolant System Isolation Valves - Valves 

CF-1 and CF-2 (operable) 

Analysis is being conducted to determine if operability of these valves is 

required to achieve cold shutdown. If valves are needed then valve CF-1 is 

acceptable since cabling is separated from the delta boxes by fifteen feet 

and therefore would not be damaged by a fire at the delta boxes. Cabling 
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for valve CF-2 would be relocated to an area fifteen feet from the delta 

boxes to preclude possibility of damage. If valves are not needed then no 

changes would be made and they would be deleted from this summary.  

This analysis will be completed such that any necessary re-route can be 

completed during first refueling outage which occurs six months after 

effective date of Appendix R.  
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Conclusion 

A fire inside containment may require utilization of equipment controlled from the 

main plant control room and/or the Standby Shutdown Facility. Based on a combination 

of these controls as outlined above, a cold shutdown condition can be achieved and 

loss of functions caused by one fire will not jeopardize reactor safety.  

In addition to the information provided above, a fire is not likely to occur inside 

containment for the following reasons: 

1) There is limited access during operation.  

2) The Reactor Coolant Pump Motors are being upgraded to include a seismically 

designed oil collection system.  

3) Administrative Procedures require a search of areas inside containment to 

verify that containment is free of transient combustibles prior to startup 

of a unit.  

Based on the above information Section 3.G.2 of the rule has been met as follows: 

Instrumentation for devices needed for hot shutdown with exception of pressurizer 

heater meets Section 3.G.2.d in that redundant divisions are separated by more than 

twenty feet.  

Valves needed for hot shutdown meet the requirements of Section 3-G for the follow

ing reasons: 

1. These valves are normally closed.  

2. A fire which damages control cabling will not cause valves to spuriously 

operate.  

Instrumentation for devices needed for cold shutdown in event pressurizer heater 

is lost meets Section 3.G.2.d in that redundant divisions are separated by more 

than twenty feet.  
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Valves needed for cold shutdown do not meet the requirements of the rule and are 

being requested for exemption for the following reasons: 

1. Valves RC-66, HP-1,2,3,4 and CC-1 and 2 have been reviewed and fire will 

not cause these valves to operate. These valves are in correct open/closed 

position for cold shutdown.  

2. Upon completion of analysis for need of valves CF-1 and CF-2 the following 

action will be taken.  

a) If valves are needed then cabling for valve CF-2 will be relocated consistent 

with cabling for valve CF-1. This cabling will be located fifteen feet from 

pressurizer heater delta boxes. A schedule to complete this analysis is 

provided in section D.b.5 of this summary.  

b) If valves are not needed then no modifications to cabling will be made.



ATTACHMENT IA 

SECTION III.G.2 - Fire Protection of Safe Shutdown Capability 

Separation of Circuits in Noninerted Containments 

A review of circuits inside containment necessary for hot shutdown has been completed.  

Hot shutdown condition was chosen since at this condition the containment can be 

entered and necessary damage control measures can be taken in order to then come to a 

cold shutdown. The following is a listing of minimum functions inside containment 

necessary to achieve and maintain hot shutdown condition. Unit I is shown below, 

The Standby Shutdown Facility cabling listed below will be made functional consistent 

with schedule for completion of Standby Shutdown Facility.  

A. Instrumentation 

Reactor Coolant Loop Pressure 

Steam Generator Level 

Reactor Coolant Loop Inlet and Outlet Temperatures 

Pressurizer Level 

B. Valves 

Decay Heat Removal/Reactor Coolant System Isolation Valves LP-1 or LP-2 

Pressurizer Power Operated Relief Valve RC-66 

C. Pressurizer Heaters 
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The following descriptions outline how cables are routed, amount of cable separation, 

and intervening combustibles. These descriptions illustrate that hot shutdwon capa

bility will not be compromised due to a fire inside containment. Also included along 

with these descriptions are drawings which are referenced to show cable routes.  

A. Instrumentation 

1. Reactor Coolant Loop A Pressure 

The Standby Shutdown Facility (SSF) device PT-225 is located on drawilng 0-886E at 

coordinates 9-H. The cable associated with this device is number EMC1754A. This 

cable continues on drawing 0-885 at coordinates 7-J then continues on drawing 0-886C 

at coordinates 10-E. This cable is also shown on east elevation with device at 

elevation 830+0. Cabling is also shown on the west elevation at elevation 820+6.  

The Balance of Plant (BOP) device PT-18P is located on drawing 0-886Eat coordi

nates 9-H. The cable associated with this device is number NIS214A. This cable 

is also shown on east elevation with device at elevation 828+0.  

As shown on the east elevation, a fire on the.platform at elevation 818+0 could 

effect both SSF and BOP cables. These cables are vertically separated by approxi

mately five feet. In the event a fire destroyed both the SSF and BOP cables hot 

shutdown would be accomplished using both Loop A and B by utilization of Loop B 

Instrumentation. Loop B is located on the opposite side of the containment as 

shown on drawing 0-886. A detailed description of Loop B is included in this 

summary.  

2. Reactor Coolant Loop B Pressure 

The SSF device PT-226 is located on drawing 0-886C at coordinates 8-F. The cable 
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associated with this device is number EMC 1755A. This cable is also shown on the 

west elevation with device at elevation 827+0. The BOP device PT-20P is also 

located on drawing 0-886C at coordinate 7-F and continues on drawing 0- 886D at 

coordinates 10-F. The cable associated with this device is numberNiS- 415A.  

This cable is also shown on the west elevation with device at elevation 829+0.  

As shown on the west elevation a fire on the floor at elevation 825+0 is unlikely 

to effect both SSF and BOP cables. The SSF cable is located approxinately 

two feet above the floor and the BOP cable is located approximately four feet above 

floor. There is also a limited amount of intervening combustibles. In the unlikely 

event a fire destroyed both the SSF and BOP cables, hot shutdown would be _accom

plished using both Loop A and B by utilization of Loop A Instrumentation. Loop A 

is located on the opposite side of the containment as shown on drawing 0-886. A 

detailed description ofgLoop A is included in this summary.  

3. Steam Generator A Level 

The SSF device LT-66 is located ondrawing 0-884 at coordinate 7-J. The cable 

associated with this device is number EMCl758A. This cable continues on drawing 

0- 885 at coordinates 10-Fthen continues on drawing 0-886D at coordinates 12-H, 

then continues on drawing 0-866C at coordinates 1l-F. This cable is also shown on 

the east elevation with device at elevation 779+0. The BOP device LT-7P is located 

on drawing 0-884 at coordinates 7-J. The cable associated with this device is 

number IS46A. This cable continues on drawing U-886-E at coordinates 2-H and is 

shown on the east elevation at elevation 781+6.  

As shown on the east elevation, these devices are approximately three feet apart.  

In the event a fire destroyed both the SSF and BOP cables, hot shutdown 
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would be accomplished by using Steam Generator B instrumentation and determining 

whether Steam Generator A should be isolated. Steam Generator B is located on 

the oppostie side of containment as shown on drawing 0- 886. A detailed description 

of Steam Generator B is included in this summary.  

4. Steam Generator B Level 

The SSF device LT-67 is located on drawing 0- 884 at coordinates 6-D. The cable 

associated with this device is number EMCI759A . This cable continuesIon drawing 

0- 885 at coordinates 10-F then continues on drawing 0-886D at coordinates 12-H, 

then continues on drawing 0-886C at coordinates 11-F. This cable is also shown on.  

the west elevation with device at elevation 779+0. The BOP-device LT-9P-is--located 

on drawing 0-884 at coordinates 5-D. The cable associated wi-th this. deviceis number 

IS47A. This cable continues on drawing 0-885 at coordinates 4-D then continues on

drawing 0-886C at coordinates 2-G then continues on drawing 0-886D at coordinates 9-F.  

This cable is also shown on the west.elevation at elevation.781+6-and 838+0.

As shown on the west elevation these devices are approximately seven feet apart.  

In the unlikely event a fire destroyed both the SSF and BOP cables, hot shutdown 

would be accomplished by using Steam Generator A instrumentation and determining 

whether Steam Generator B should be isolated. Steam Generator A is located on 

the opposite side of containment as shown on drawing 0- 886. A detailed descript

ion of Steam Generator A is included in this summary.  

5. Reactor Coolant Loop A Inlet Temperature - Pump Al 

The SSF device RD6A/RC5A-TE3 is located on drawing 0- 885 at coordinates 12-H.  
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ATTACHMENT II 

The following drawings are included as referenced in Attachments I and I-A.  

Attachment I Attachment I-A 

0-2884 0-884 

0-2885 0-885 

0-2886 0-886 

0-2886C 0-886C 

0-2886D 0-8860 

0-2886E 0-886E 

0-2887 0-887 

East and West Elevations East and West Elevations 

OEE-151 OEE-152-13 

OEE-152-13 OEE-152-13A 

OEE-152-13A OEE-350-7 

OEE-350-7 

OEE-351-13



ATTACHMENT III 

Section III.G.3 Fire Protection of Safe Shutdown Capability 

This attachment is to supplement information provided in Duke Power's submittal 

dated March 18, 1981.  

With installation of the Standby Shutdown Facility (SSF) there will be two independ

ent areas from which a hot shutdown condition can be achieved and maintained. As 

indicated in the previous .submittal, cabling for these two independent systems are 

routed through the east and west penetration rooms to the Reactor Building.  

Since cabling for the SSF is routed directly through the penetration room to the 

Reactor Building and does not interface with any other plant areas)Duke Power Company 

requests an exemption to Section III.G.3 of the rule which requires that "a fixed 

fire suppression system...be installed in the...zone under consideration." The 

zone under consideration, the Control Room, is separated by physical separation and 

3-hour fire barriers from the penetration room where redundant SSF cabling enters 

Auxiliary Building and routes to Reactor Building. Fire detector devices are 

presently installed in the Control Room. No fixed fire suppression system is deemed 

necessary in light of the existing commitment to install the SSF.



The cable associated with this device is number IS80B. This cable continues 

on drawing 0-886E at coordinates 6-H then continues on drawing 0-887 at 

coordinates 4-1 then continues on drawing '0-886D at coordinates 12-1 then 

continues on drawing 0-886C at coordinates 12-F. This cable is also shown on 

the east elevation at elevation 828+0 and 850+6. The BOP device RD6B/RC5A-TE4 

is located on drawing 0-885 at coordinates 12-H. The cable associated with this 

device is number IS-85A. This cable continues on drawing 0-886E at coordinates 

6-H. This cable is also shown on the east elevation 828+0.  

As shown on the referenced drawings both the SSF and. BOP cables are located in 

the same tray. In the event a fire destroyed these cables, hot shutdown would 

be accomplished by using loop B instrumentation. Loop B is located on the 

opposite side of containment as shown on drawing 0-886. A detailed description 

of Loop B is included in this summary.  

6. Reactor Coolant Loop A Inlet Temperature - Pump A-2 

The SSF device RD5B/RC5A-TE2 is located on drawing 0-885 at coordinates 14-H.  

The cable associated with this device is number IS84B. This cable continues 

on drawing 0-886E at coordinates 6-H then continues on drawing 0-887 at coordinates 

4-1 then continues on drawing 0-886D at coordinates 12-1 then continues on drawing 

0-886C at coordinates 12-F. This cable is also shown on the east elevation at 

elevation 828+0 and 850+6. The BOP device RD5A/RC5A-TE1 is located on drawing 

0-885 at coordinates 14-H. The cable associated with this device is number 

IS-79A. This cable continues on drawing 0-886E at coordinates 6-H. This cable 

is also shown on the east elevation at elevation 828+0.  

As shown on the referenced drawings both the SSF and BOP cables are located in 

the same cable tray. In the event a fire destroyed these cables, hot shutdown 

would be accomplished by using Loop B instrumentation. Loop B is located on the 

opposite side of containment as shown on drawing 0- .886. A detailed description 

of Loop B is included in this summary.  
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IIl 
7. Reactor Coolant Loop A Outlet Temperature 

The SSF device RD84A/RC4A-TE5 is located on drawing 0-887 at coordinates 6-H.  

The cable associated with this device is number IS77B. This cable continues on 

drawing 0-885 at coordinates 12-H then continues on drawing 0-886E at coordinates 

6-H then continues on drawing0-887 at coordinates 4-1 then continues on drawing 

0-886D at coordinates 12-1 then continues on drawing 0-886C at coordinates 12-F.  

This cable is also shown on the east elevation at elevation 828+0 and 850+6. The 

BOP device RD2B/RC4A-TE4 is located on drawing 0-887 at coordinates 6-H. The 

cable associated with this device is number NIS-207A. This cable continues on 

drawing 0-885 at coordinates 13-H then continues on drawing.0-886E at coordinates 

II-G. This cable is also shown on the east elevation at elevation 825+9.  

As shown on drawing 0-8P7 the SSF and BOP cables are separated by four feet. In 

the event a fire destroyed these cables, hot shutdown would be accomplished by 

using loop B instrumentation. Loop B is located on the opposite side of contain

ment as shown on drawing 0-886. A detailed description of Loop B is included in 

this summary.  

8. Reactor Coolant Loop B Inlet Temperature - Pump B-1 

The SSF device RD8A/RC5B-TE3 is located on drawing 0-885 at coordinates Il-K.  

The cable associated with this device is number IS87B. This cable continues on 

drawing 0-886C at coordinates 6-G then.continues on drawing 0-886D at coordinates 

9-F. This cable is also shown on the west elevation at elevation 838+0. The 

BOP device RD8B/RC5B-TE4 is located on drawing 0-885 at coordinates Il-K. The 

cable associated with this device is number IS-93A. This cable continues on 

drawing 0-886C at coordinates 6-G then continues on drawing 0-886D at coordinates 

9-F. This cable is also shown on the west elevation at elevation 838+0.  

As shown on the referenced drawings the SSF and BOP cables are located in the 
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same cable tray. In the event a fire destroyed these cables, hot shutdown 

would be accomplished by using Loop A instrumentation. Loop A is located on 

the opposite side of containment as shown on drawing 0- 886. A detailed descript

ion of Loop A is included in this summary.  

9. Reactor Coolant Loop B Inlet Temperature - Pump B-2 

The SSF device RD7B/RC5B-TE2 is located on drawing 0- 885 at coordinates 12-K.  

The cable associated with this device is number IS92B. This cable cdntinues on 

drawing 0- 886C at coordinates 6-G then continues on drawing .0- 886D at 

coordinates 9-F. The BOP device RD7A/RC5B-TE1 is located on drawing 0- 885 at 

coordinates 12-K. The cable associated with this device is number IS-86A. This 

cable continues on drawing 0- 886C at coordinates 6-G then continues on drawing 

0- 886D at coordinates 9-F.  

As shown on the referenced drawings the SSF and BOP cables are located in the 

same cable tray. In the event a fire destroyed these cables, hot shutdown would 

be accomplished by using loop A instrumentation. Loop A is located on the opposite 

side of containment as shown on drawing 0- 886. A detailed description of Loop A 

is included in this summary.  

10. Reactor Coolant Loop B Outlet Temperature 

The SSF device RD85A/RC4B-TE5 is located on drawing 0- 887 at coordinates 6-F.  

The cable associated with this device is number IS78B. This cable continues 

on drawing 0- 885 at coordinates ll-L then continues on drawing 0- 886C at 

coordinates 6-G. then continues on drawing 0-886D at coordinates 9-F. The 

BOP device RD3A/RC4B-TE1 is located on drawing 0-887 at coordinates 6-F. The cable 

associated with this device is number NIS-308A. This cable continues on drawinq 

0-885 at coordinates 12-L then continues on drawino 0-886D at coordinates 10-H.  

then continues on drawing 0-886C at coordinates 11-F.  
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As shown on drawing 0- 887 the SSF and BOP cables are separated by four feet. In 

the unlikely event a fire destroyed these cables, hot shutdown would be accom

plished by using Loop A instrumentation. Loop A is located on the opposite side of 

containment as shown on drawing 0- 886. A detailed description of Loop A is included 

in this summary.  

11. Pressurizer Level 

The SSF device LT-72 is located on drawing 0-885 at coordinates 6-J. The cable 

associated with this device is number EMCI760A. This cable continues on to the 

west penetration. This cable is also shown on the east elevation with device at 

elevation 797+6. Cabling is also shown on the west elevation at elevation 820+6..

The BOP device LT-4PI is located on drawing 0-885 at coordinates I1-I. __The cable_ 

associated with this ddvice is number IS-96A. This cable continues on drawing 

0-886E at coordinates 5-H. This cable is also shown on the east elevation at 
elevation 802+3.  

As shown on the east elevetion horizontal separation of approximately fifteen feet, with 

no intervening combustibles is more than adequate to prevent one fire from effecting 
both devices.  

12. East Penetrations 
The East penetrations are shown on drawing 0- 886E at coordinates 6-1 and 12-H.  

A review of cables at these penetrations are as follows: 

SSF BOP 

RC Loop A Inlet - Pump A-1 RC Loop A Inlet - Pump A-1 

RC Loop A Inlet - Pump A-2 RC Loop A Inlet - Pump A-2 

RC Loop A Outlet *RC Loop A Outlet 

RC Loop A Pressure RC Loop A Pressure 
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SSF BOP 

Steam Generator A Level 

Pressurizer Heater 

Pressurizer Level 

Pressurizer Heater 

As previously stated for Reactor Coolant Loop A Inlet Temperatures and Pressure if 

cables are destroyed hot shutdown would be accomplished by using Loop B instrumen

tation. This requires utilization of entire loop B instrumentation and not part of 

A instrumentation and part of B instrumentation. The remaining cables.in. this area 

are backed up by redundant cables located in other areas. Therefore a fire at the 

east penetration has. the same consequences.as a fire which destroys Reactor Coolant 

Loop A Inlet Temperatures and Pressure.  

* Note that penetration for BOP RC Loop A outlet is separated from remainder of 

east penetrations by approximately fifty feet as shown on drawing 0- 886E.  

13. West Penetrations 

The West Penetrations are shown on drawings 0- 886C at coordinates E-10and 0- 886D 

at coordinates 11-F. A review of cables at these penetrations are as follows: 

SSF BOP 

RC Loop A Inlet - Pump A-I 

RC Loop A Inlet - Pump A-2 

RC Loop A Outlet 

RC Loop B Inlet - Pump B-1 RC Loop B Inlet - Pump B.-1 

RC Loop B Inlet - Pump B-2 RC Loop B Inlet - Pump B-2 

RC Loop B Outlet RC Loop B Outlet 
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SSF BOP 

RC Loop B Pressure RC Loop B Pressure 

Steam Generator B Level Steam Generator B Level 

Pressurizer Level 

RC Loop A Pressure 

Steam Generator A Level 

Pressurizer Heater 

As presviously stated for Reactor Coolant Loop B Inlet and Outlet temperatures, 

RC Loop B Pressure and Steam Generator B Level if cables are destroyed, hot shut

down would be accomplished by using Loop A instrumentation. This requires utiliza

tion of entire loop A instrumentation and not part of A instrumentation and part 

of B instrumentation. The remaining cables in this area are backed up by redundnat 

cables located .in otheA areas as previously described. Therefore a fire at the 

west penetration has the same consequences as a fire which destroys Reactor Coolant 

Loop B Inlet and Outlet temperatures and RC Loop B Pressure and Steam Generator B 

Level.  

B. Valves 

1. Decay Heat Removal/Reactor Coolant System Isolation Valves LP-1 and LP-2 

Valves LP-1 and LP-2 are located on drawing 0-885 at coordinates 9-E. These 

valves are also shown on FSAR figure 9-6. A review of these valves concluded 

that either valve LP-1 or LP-2 must remain closed to-assure hot shutdown. Open

ing of both valves could result in loss of reactor coolant.  

These valves will not open as result of fire inside containment since the per

missive control room interlock is in series with the valve opening contactor 
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coil after the limit switches. This configuration prevents heater control 

power or lamp power from reaching the opening contactor coil circuit. Cir

cuitry for these valves is shown on dnawingOEE-152-13 and OEE-152-13A.  

2. Pressurizer Power Operated Relief Valve RC-66 

The PORV, RC-66 is located on drawing 0- 887 at coordinates 5-.. This valve 

is also shown on FSAR figure of 4-1. A review concluded that this valve must 

remain closed to assure hot shutdown.  

This valve will not open as a result of fire inside containment for the follow

ing reason: 

For Unit I two cables are involved. One cable is routed to the limit switches 

the other cable is routpd to the solenoid. As shown on drawing OEE-350-7 the 

solenoid must be energized to open this PORV. As stated in Attachment 1, Section 

B.2 there is no way this solenoid can be energized from damage to these cables 

during a fire.  
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C. Pressurizer Heater 

The Pressurizer Heater delta boxes are located on drawing 0-885 at coordinates 

5-J. The SSF cables associated with the pressurizer are number XSF9B, SXF9C, 

SXF9D and SXF9E which are routed to the west penetration. The BOP cables are 

located in three vertically stacked trays form the delta boxes to the panel 

boards. This portion of the cable route is shown on drawing 0-885 at coordinates 

5-J. The feeder cables continue from the panel boards to the east penetration in 

two vertically stacked trays. The pressurizer delta boxes are shown on the east 

elevation at elevation 808+0.  

As shown on drawing 0-885 the cabling for the SSF and BOP functions are ade

quately separated in all areas except in vicinity of the delta boxes. In the 

unlikely event a fire developed at these delta boxes and all pressurizer heater 

cables were destroyed, a hot shutdown condition could not be maintained indefinitely.  

A fire in this area would require that as soon as hot shutdown were achieved steps 

would be taken to then-go to cold shutdown. A review of circuits necessary for 

cold shutdown is included in section E of this report.  

D. Cold Shutdown 

A hot shutdown condition can be maintained for a postulated fire inside contain

ment except for a fire at the pressurizer heater delta boxes. A cold shutdown 

scenario for this condition is addressed in section E of this report. With 

exception of this one area, damage control measures can be taken after hot shut

down is achieved in order to proceed with obtaining a cold shutdown.  
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E. Cold Shutdown if Pressurizer Heater Not Available 

In the event the postulated fire occurs at the pressurizer heater delta boxes as 

described in section B.12 above and function of all pressurizer heater cables where 

destroyed then the following items are needed to obtain a cold shutdown.  

a. Instrumentation 

Reactor Coolant Loop Pressure 

Pressurizer Level 

Reactor Coolant Loop.A or B Inlet and Outlet Temperatures 

Steam Generator A and B Level 

Source Range Nuclear Instrumentation (Need I of 2 channels) 

b. Valves 

Pressurizer Power Operated Relief Valve RC-66 (Closed) 

Decay Heat Removal Reactor Coolant System Isolation Valves 

LP-1 and LP-2 (Operable) 

Reactor Coolant System Letdown Valves HP-1 and HP-3 or HP-2 and HP-4 

-(remain open) 

Component Cooling Valves to Letdown Heat Exchangers CC-1 and CC-2 

(remain open) 

Core Flood Reactor Coolant System-Isolation Valves 

CF-I and CF-2 (operable) 

The following is a description of availability of items needed for cold shutdown without 

pressurizer heater.  

a. Instrumentation 

1. Reactor Coolant Loop A&B Pressure 

Cabling for both SSF and BOP RC Loop A and B Pressure will not be effected 

by a fire at the pressurizer heater delta boxes. These cable routes are 
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defined in sections A.1 and A.2 of this report.  

2. Pressurizer Level 

Cabling for SSF Pressurizer Level will not be effected by a fire at the 

pressurizer heater delta boxes. This cable route is defined in section A.11 

of this report.  

3. Reactor Coolant Loop A or B Inlet and Outlet Temperatures 

Cabling for both SSF and BOP RC Loop B will not be effected by a fire at the 

pressurizer heater delta boxes. These cable routes are defined in Section 

A.8, A.9 and A.10 of this report.  

Cabling for BOP RC Loop A Outlet Temperature will not be effected by a 

fire at the pressurizer heater delta boxes. This cable route is defined 

in section A.7 of this report.  

4. Steam Generator A and B Level 

Cabling for both SSF and BOP Steam Generator A and B Level will not be effect

ed by a fire at the pressurizer heater delta boxes. These cable routes are 

defined in sections A.3 and A.4 of this report.  

5. Source Range Nuclear Instrumentation 

Cabling for channel NI-2 Source Range Nuclear Instrumentation Will not be 

effected by a fire at the pressurizer heater delta boxes. This cabling is 

separated from the delta boxes by more than thirty feet.  
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b. Valves 

1. Pressurizer Power Operated Relief Valve RC-66 (closed) 

As previously defined in section B.2 a fire will not cause valve RC-66 

to open.  

2. Decay Heat Removal/Reactor Coolant System Isolation Valves LP-1 and LP-2 

(operable) 

Cabling for both SSF and BOP will not be effected by a fire at tHe pressurizer 

heater delta boxes. These valves are located on drawing 0- 885 at coordinates 

9-E. As shown on this drawing and following cables to > the west $ n> 

penetration it can be seen that cables are separated from the delta boxes 

3. Reactor Coolant Valves to Letdown Valves - Valve HP-1 and HP-3 or HP-2 

and HP-h (remain open) 

Cabling for these valves is separated from the pressurizer heater delta boxes 

by more than fifty feet and will not be effected by a fire at delta boxes.  

4. Component Cooling Valves to Letdown Heat Exchangers - Valve CC-1 and CC-2 

(remain open) 

Cabling for these valves is separated from the pressurizer heater delta boxes 

by more than fifty feet and will not be effected by a fire at delta boxes.  

5. Core Flood/Reactor Coolant System Isolation Valves-Valve CF-1 and CF-2 

(operable) 

Cabling for these valves is separated from the pressurizer heater delta 

boxes by more than fifty feet and will not be effected by a fire at delta 

boxes.  
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Conclusion 

A fire inside containment may require utilization of equipment controlled from the 

main plant control room and/or the Standby Shutdown Facility. Based on a combination 

of these controls as outlined above, a cold shutdown condition can be achieved and 

loss of functions caused by one fire will not jeopardize reactor safety.  

In addition to the information provided above, a fire is not likely to o ccur inside 

containment for the following reasons: 

1) There is limited access during operation.  

.2) The Reactor Coolant Pump Motors are being upgraded to include.a seismically 

designed oil collection system.  

3) Administrative Procedures require a search of areas inside containment to 

verify that containmentlis free of transient combustibles prior to startup 

of a unit.  

Based on the above information Section 3.G.2 of the rule has been met as follows: 

Instrumentation for devices needed for hot shutdown with exception of pressurizer 

heater meets Section 3.G.2.d in that redundant divisions are separated by more than 

twenty feet.  

Valves needed for hot shutdown meet the requirements of Section 3-G for the follow

ing reasons: 

1. These valves are normally closed.  

2. A fire which damages control cabling will not cause valves to spuriously 

operate.  

Instrumentation for devices needed for cold shutdown in event pressurizer heater 

is lost meets Section 3.G.2.d in that redundant divisions are separated by more 

than twenty feet.



Valves needed for cold shutdown do not meet the requirements of the rule and are 

being requested for~exemption for the following reasons: 

1. Valve RR-66, has been reviewed and fire will not cause this valve to 

operate. This valve is in the correct closed position for cold shutdown.  

2. Cables for valves LP-1, LP-2, HP-1, HP-2, HP-3, HP-4, CC-1, CC-2, CF-1 and 

CF-2 are separated from the pressurizer heater delta boxes and will not be 

effected by a fire at the delta boxes.
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DUKE POWER COMPANY 
PowEa BUIuDNo 

422 SOUTH CaXRCH STREET, CHARLOTTE, N. C. 28242 

WILLIAM 0. PARKER.JR. April 30, 1981 
Jcr PRCSIDeNT 7ELEPHONEAREA 704 

S-E',A. PQODUC1ION 3348 

Harold R. Denton, Director 
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory.Commission 
Washington, D. C. .20555 

Attention: J. F. Stolz, Chief 
Operating Reactors Branch #4 

Re: Oconee Nuclear Station 
Docket Nos. 50-269, -270, -287 

Dear Sir: 

This submittal supplements my letter of March 18, 1981 and provides our 

completed engineering evaluation of cable separation in the Oconee con

tainments. Attachment I provides the details of the review for Oconee 3; 
Oconee 2 is similar to Oconee 3 for the purpose of this review; Oconee 1, 
which is of the opposite hand from Oconee 3, is detailed in Attachment I-A.  

Attachment II provides the drawings referenced in Attachment I, I-A.  

Attachment III contains a request for exemption from the requirements of 

Section III.G.3 of the rule for each Oconee Control Room.  

In as much as this letter supplements a previous request, no additional 

license fees .are provided.  

Ver truly yours, 

William 0. Parker, Jr. T". 19/ 
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ATTACHMENT I 

SECTION III.G.2 - Fire Protection of Safe Shutdown Capability 

Separation of Circuits in Noninerted Containments 

A review of circuits inside containment necessary for hot shutdown has been completed.  

Hot shutdown condition was chosen since at this condition the containment can be 

entered and necessary damage control measures can be taken in order to then come to a 

cold shutdown. The following is a listing of minimum functions inside containment 

necessary to achieve and maintain hot shutdown condition. Unit 3 is shown below, 

Unit 2 is similiar to Unit 3 and Unit I which is opposite hand from Unit 3 is detailed 

in attachment l-A. The Standby Shutdown Facility cabling listed below will be made 

functional consistent with schedule for completion of Standby Shutdown Facility.  

A. Instrumentation 

Reactor Coolant Loop Pressure 

Steam Generator Level 

Reactor Coolant Loop Inlet and Outlet Temperatures 

Pressurizer Level 

B. Valves 

Decay Heat Removal/Reactor Coolant System Isolation-Valves LP-1 or LP-2 

Pressurizer Power Operated Relief Valve RC-66 

C. Pressurizer Heaters



The following descriptions outline how cables are routed, amount of cable separation, 

and intervening combustibles. These descriptions illustrate that hot shutdown capa

bility will not be compromised due to a fire inside containment. Also included along 

with these descriptions are drawings which are referenced to show cable routes.  

A. Instrumentation 

1. Reactor Coolant Loop A Pressure 

The Standby Shutdown Facility (SSF) device PT-225 is located on drawing 0-2885 at 

coordinates 6-J. The cable associated with this device is number EMC 1821A.  

This cable continues on drawing 0-28860 at coordinates 3-H. This cable is also 

shown on east elevation with device at elevation 799+0. The balance of plant (8OP) 

device PT-18P is located on drawing 0-2886E at coordinates 8-1. The cable 

associated with this device is number NEI-214A. This cable is also shown on east 

elevation with device at elevation 829+0.  

As shown on the east elevation, a fire on the platform at elevation 816+9 is un

likely to effect both SSF and BOP cables. The 8OP cable' is located approximately 

nine feet above the platform and is separated from the SSF cable by a horizontal 

distance of about six feet. In the unlikely event a fire destroyed both the SSF 

and 8OP cables, hot shutdown would be accomplished using both loop A and B by 

utilization of Loop 8 Instrumentation. Loop B i-s located on the opposite side of 

the containment as shown on drawing 0-2886. A detailed description of Loop B is 

included in this summary

2. Reactor Coolant Loop B Pressure 

The SSF device PT-226 is located on drawing 0-2886C at coordinates 6-E. The cable



associated with this device is number EMCl822A. This cable is also shown on the 

west elevation with device at elevation 824+0. The BOP device PT-20P is also 

located .on drawing 0-2886C at coordinate 6-E and continues on drawing 0-28860 at 

coordinates 6-F. The cable associated with this device is number ENI-415A.  

This cable is also shown on the west elevation with device at elevation 828+0.  

As shown on the west elevation a fire on the floor at elevation 797+0 is unlikely 

to effect both SSF and SOP cables. The SSF cable is located approximately twenty 

seven feet above the floor and the 8OP cable is located thirty one feet above the 

floor. There is also a limited amount of intervening combustibles, consisting of 

three cable trays. In the unlikely event a fire destroyed both the SSF and BOP 

cables hot shutdown would be accomplished using both loop A and B by utilization 

of Loop A Instrumentation. Loop A is located on the opposite side of the contain

ment as shown on drawing 0-2886. A detailed description of Loop A is included in 

this summary.  

3. Steam Generator A Level 

The SSF device LT-66 is located on drawing 0-2884 at coordinate 6-J. The cable 

associated with this device is number EMC1825A. This cable continues on drawing 

0-2885 at coordinates 3-E then continues on drawing 0-28860 at coordinates 3-H.  

This cable is also shown on the east elevation with device at elevation 779+0.  

The BOP device LT-80 is located on drawing 0-2884 at coordinates 6-J. The cable 

associated with this device is number EMI-llOA. This cable continues on drawing 

0-2886-E at coordinates 8-H and is shown on the east elevation at elevation 778+0.  

As shown on the east elevation, these devices.are approximately eight feet apart.  

In the unlikely event a fire destroyed both the SSF and BOP cables, hot shutdown 
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would be accomplished by using Steam Generator B instrumentation and determining 

whether Steam Generator A should be isolated. Steam Generator 8 is located on 

the oppostie side of containment as shown on drawing 0-2886. A detailed description 

of Steam Generator B is included in this summary.  

4. Steam Generator B Level 

The SSF device LT-67 is located on drawing 0-2884 at coordinates 6-0. The cable 

associated with this device is number EMCI826A. This cable continues on drawing 

0-2885 at coordinates 7-C then continues on drawing 0-2886C at coordinates 7-0.  

This cable is also shown on the west elevation with device at elevation 779+0. The 

BOP device LT-81 is located on drawing 0-2884 at coordinates 7-E. The cable 

associated with this device is number EMI-ll08. This cable continues on drawing 

0-2886C at coordinates 10-F then continues on drawing 0-2886E at coordinates 10-H.  

This cable is also shown on the west elevation at elevation 781+6 and the east 

elevation from elevation 828+0 to 845+0.  

As shown on the west elevation-these devices are approximately seven feet apart.  

In the unlikely event a fire destroyed both the SSF and BOP cables, hot shutdown 

would be accomplished by using Steam Generator A instrumentation and determining 

whether Steam Generator 8 should be isolated. Steam Generator A is located on 

the opposite side of containment as shown on drawing 0-2886. A detailed descript

ion of Steam Generator A is included in this summary.  

5. Reactor Coolant Loop A Inlet Temperature - Pump A-1 

The SSF device RD6A/RC5A-TE3 is located on drawing 0-2885 at coordinates 13-H.  
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The cable associated with this device. is number IS808. This cable continues on 

drawing 0-2886E at coordinates 8-H then continues on drawing 0-2887 at coordinates 

8-H then continues on drawing 0-2886D at coordinates 3-H. This cable is also 

shown on the east elevation at elevation 823+0 and 850+6. The 8OP device RD6B/RC5A-TE4 

is located on drawing 0-2885 at coordinates 13-H. The cable associated with this 

device is number IS-85A. This cable continues on drawing 0-2886E at coordinates 

8-H. This cable is also shown on the east elevation 823+0.  

As shown on the referenced drawings both the SSF and 8OP cables are located in 

the same tray. In the event a fire destroyed these cables, hot shutdown would 

be accomplished by using loop B instrumentation. Loop B is located on the opposite 

side of containment as shown on drawing 0-2886. A detailed description of Loop B 

is included in this summary.  

6. Reactor Coolant Loop A Inlet Temperature - Pump A-2 

The SSF device RD58/RC5A-TE2 is located on drawing 0-2885 at coordinates Il-H.  

The cable associated with this device is number IS848. This cable continues on 

drawing 0-2886E at coordinates 8-H then continues on drawing 0-2887 at coordinates 

8-H then continues on drawing 0-2886D at coordinates 3-H. This cable is also 

shown on the east elevation at elevation 823+0 and 850+6. The 8OP device 

RD5A/RC5A-TE1 is located on drawing 0-2885 at cgordinates 11-H. The cable associated 

with this.device is number IS-79A. This cable continues on drawing 0-2886E at 

coordinates 8-H. This cable is also shown on the east elevation at elevation 823+0.  

As shown on the referenced drawings both the SSF and BOP cables are located in 

the same cable tray. In the event a fire destroyed these cables, hot shutdown 

would be accomplished by using Loop 8 instrumentation. Loop B is located on the 

opposite side of containment as shown on drawing 0-2886. A detailed description 

of Loop B is included+ in this summary.



7. Reactor Coolant Loop A Outlet Temperature 

The SSF device RD84A/RC4A-TE5 is located on drawing 0-2887 at coordinates 6-H.  

The cable associated with this device is number 1S778. This cable continues 

on drawing 0-2886E at coordinates 8-H then continues on drawing 0-2887 at 

coordinates 8-H then continues on drawing 0-28860 at coordinates 3-H. This 

cable is also shown on the east elevation at elevation 823+0 and 850+6. The 

BOP device RDIA/RC4A-TE1 is located on drawing 0-2887 at coordinates 8-H. The 

cable associated with this device is number ENI-108A. This cable continues on 

drawing 0-2886E at coordinates 3-F.  

As shown on drawing 0-2887 the SSF and BOP cables are separated by four 

feet. In .the unlikely event a fire destroyed these cables, hot shutdown would 

be accomplished by using Loop B instrumentation. Loop B is located on the 

opposite side of containment as shown on drawing 0-2886. A detailed description 

of Loop 8 is included in this summary.  

8. Reactor Coolant Loop B Inlet Temperature - Pump B-1 

The SSF device RD8A/RC5B-TE3 is located on drawing 0-2885 at coordinates 13-K.  

The cable associated with this device is number'lS878. This cable continues 

on drawing 0-2886C at coordinates 9-G. This cable is also shown on the west 

elevation at elevation 826+0. The BOP device RD.8/RC58-TE4 is located on 

drawing 0-2885 at coordinates 13-K. The cable associated with this device is 

number IS-93A. This cable continues on drawing 0-2886C at coordinate 9-G.  

This cable is also shown on the west elevation at elevation 826+0.  

As shown on the referenced drawings the SSF and SOP cables are located in the 
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same- cable tray. In the event a fire destroyed these cables, hot shutdown 

would be accomplished by using Loop A instrumentation. Loop A is located on 

the opposite side of containment as shown on drawing 0-2886. A detailed descript

ion of Loop A is included in this summary.  

9. Reactor Coolant Loop B Inlet Temperature - Pump 8-2 

The SSF device RD7B/RC58-TE2 is located on drawing 0-2885 at coordinates Il-K.  

The cable associated with this device is number 1S92B. This cable continues on 

drawing 0-28860 at coordinates 5-H then continues on drawing 0-2886C at 

coordinates 3-F. The BOP device RD7A/RCSB-TEI is located on drawing 0-2885 at 

coordinates ll-K. The cable associated with this device is number IS-86A. This 

cable continues on drawing 0-28860 at coordinates 5-H then continues on drawing 

0-2886C at coordinates 3-F.  

As shown on the referenced drawings the SSF and 8OP cables are located in the 

same cable tray. In the event a fire destroyed these cables, hot shutdown would 

be accomplished by using loop A instrumentation.Loop A is located on the opposite 

side of containment as shown on drawing 0-2886. A detailed description of Loop A 

is included in this summary.  

10. Reactor Coolant Loop B Outlet Temperature 

The SSF device R085A/RC48-TE5 is located on drawing 0-2887 at coordinates 5-E.  

The cable associated with this device is number 1S788. This cable continues 

on drawing 0-28860 at coordinates 5-H then continues on drawing 0-2886C at 

coordinates 3-F. The 8OP device RD3A/RC48-TE1 is located on drawing 0-2887 at 

coordinates 6-E. The cable associated with this device is number ENI-308A. This 

cable continues on drawing 0-2886C at coordinates 6-J. This cable is also shown 

on the west elevation atelevation 826+0.  
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As shown on drawing 0-2887 the SSF and 80P cables are separated by four feet. In 

the unlikely event a fire destroyed these cables, hot shutdown would be accom

plished by using Loop A instrumentation. Loop A is located on the opposite side of 

containment as shown on drawing 0-2886. A detailed description of Loop A is included 

in this summary.  

11. Pressurizer Level 

The SSF device LT-72 is located on drawing 0-2884 at coordinates 4-0. The cable 

associated with this device is number EMC1827A. This cable continues on drawing 

0-2885 at coordinates 3-E then continues on drawing 0-28860 at coordinates 3-H.  

This cable is also shown on the west elevation with device at elevation 779+2.  

The BOP device LT-4PI is located on drawing 0-2885 at coordinates 7-0. The cable 

associated with this device is number IS-96A. This cable continues to the east 

penetration. This cable is also shown on the west elevation at elevation 802+3.  

As shown on the west elevation horizontal separat4on of approximately thirty-nine 

feet is more than adequate to prevent one fire from effecting both devices.  

12. East Penetrations 

The East penetrations are shown on drawing 0-2886E at coordinates 9-1 and 3-1.  

A review of cables at these penetrations are as follows: 

SSF 8OP 

RC Loop A Inlet - Pump A-1 RC Loop A Inlet - Pump A-I 

RC Loop A Inlet - Pump A-2 RC Loop A Inlet - Pump A-2 

RC Loop A Outlet *RC Loop A Outlet 

RC Loop A Pressure 
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SSF 80P 

Steam Generator A Level 

Steam Generator B Level 

Pressurizer Level 

Pressurizer Heater 

As previously stated For Reactor Coolant Loop A Inlet Temperatures, if cables are 

destroyed, hot shutdown would be accomplished by using Loop B instrumentation.  

This requires utilization of entire loop B instrumentation and not part of A 

instrumentation and part of B instrumentation. The remaining cables in this 

area are backed up by redundant cables located in other areas. Therefore a fire 

at the east penetration has the same consequences as a fire which destroys Reactor 

Coolant Loop A Inlet temperatures.  

Note that penetration for BOP RC Loop A outlet is separated from remainder of 

east penetrations by approximately fifty feet as shown on.drawing 0-2886E.  

13. West Penetrations 

The West Penetrations are shown on drawings 0-2886C at ,coordinates 4-0 and 0-28860 

at coordinates 3-E. A review of cables at these penetrations are as follows: 

SSF BOP 

RC Loop A Inlet - Pump A-I 

RC Loop A Inlet - Pump A-2 

RC Loop A Outlet 

RC Loop B Inlet - Pump B-I RC Loop 8 Inlet - Pump 8-1 

RC Loop 8 Inlet - Pump B-2 RC Loop B Inlet - Pump B-2 

RC Loop B Outlet RC Loop 8 Outlet



SSF 80P 

RC Loop B Pressure RC Loop B Pressure 

Steam Generator 8 Level 

Pressurizer Level 

RC Loop A Pressure 

Steam Generator A Level 

Pressurizer Heater 

As previously stated for Reactor Coolant Loop B Inlet and Outlet temperatures 

and pressure, if cables are destroyed hot shutdown would be accomplished by using 

Loop A instrumentation. This requires utilization of entire loop A instrumentation 

and not part of A instrumentation and part of B instrumentation. The remaining 

cables in this area are backed up by redundant cables located in other areas as 

previously described. Therefore a fire at the west penetration has the same 

consequences as a fire which destroys Reactor Coolant Loop B Inlet and Outlet 

temperatures and pressure.  

B. Valves 

1. Decay Heat Removal/Reactor Coolant System Isolation Valves LP-1 or LP-2 

Valves LP-1 and LP-2 are located on drawing 0-2885 at coordinates 3-H. These 

valves are also shown on FSAR figure 9-6. A review of these valves concluded 

that either.valve LP-1 or LP-2 must remain closed to assure hot shutdown.  

Opening of both valves could result in loss of reactor coolant.  

These valves will not open as result of fire inside containment since the 

permissive control room interlock is in series with the valve opening contactor 
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coil after the limit switches. This configuration prevents heater control 

power or lamp power from reaching the opening contactor coil circuit. Cir

cuitry for these valves is shown on drawingOEE-l52-13 and 13A.  

2. Pressurizer Power Operated Relief Valve RC-66 

The PORV, RC-66 is located on drawing 0-2887 at coordinates 7-E. This valve 

is also shown on FSAR figure of 4-la for Unit 2 and 4-lb for Unit 3. A review 

concluded that this valve must remain closed to assure hot shutdown.  

This valve will not open as a result of fire inside containment for the follow

ing reason: 

For units .2 and 3 one cable is involved which includes three conductors to limit 

switches and two conductors to the solenoid. If a fire burns the cable, then the 

solenoid cannot be energized. If the insulation is burned off all of the conductors 

but the cable does not separate, then the five conductors in the cable could short 

together (probably a high resistance short) and the red and green indicator lights 

could possibly light up, however, since 125 volts 0. C. is not available to the 

solenoid and based on the fact that the solenoid conductors are shorted, the solenoid 

cannot be energized or picked up. There is no combination of selected shorts that 

will impose 125 volts.D. C. across the solenoid and cause the PORV to operate.  

Pick up current and voltage for the solenoid is 25 amps at 125 volts D.C. This 

current and voltage is not available to thesolenoid under this condition. Cir

cuitry for these valves is shown on drawing OEE-350-7.



C. Pressurizer Heater 

The Pressurizer Heater delta boxes are located on drawing 0-2.885 at coordinates 

7-0. The SSF cables associated with the pressurizer are number XSF98, XSF9C, XSF90 

and XSF9E which are routed to the west penetration. The 8OP cables are located in 

three vertically stacked trays from the delta boxes to the panel boards. This 

portion of the cable route is shown on drawing 0-2885 at coordinates 7-0 then 

continues on drawing 0-2884 at coordinates 7-0 then comes back to drawing 0-2885 

at coordinates 9-H where cables are routed to panel boards located at coordinates 

8-H. The feeder cables continue from the panel boards to the east penetration in 

two vertically stacked trays. The pressurizer delta boxes are shown on the west 

elevation at elevation 810+0.  

As shown on drawing 0-2885 the cabling for the SSF and 8OP functions are 

adequately separated in all areas except at the delta boxes. In the unlikely 

event a fire developed at these delta boxes and all pressurizer heater cables 

were destroyed, a hot shutdown condition could no be maintained indefinitely.  

A fire in this area would require that as soon as hot shutdown were achieved 

steps would be .taken to then go to cold shutdown. A review of circuits necessary 

for cold shutdown is included in section E of this report.  

D. Cold Shutdown 

A hot shutdown condition can be maintained for a postulated Fire inside contain

ment except for a fire at the pressurizer heater delta boxes. A cold shutdown 

scenario for this condition is addressed-in section E o.f this report. With 

exception of this one area, damage control measures can be taken after hot shut

down is achieved in order to proceed with obtaining a cold shutdown.  
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E. Cold Shutdown if Pressurizer Heater Not Available 

In die event the postulated fire occurs at the pressurizer heater delta boxes as 

described in section B.12 above and function of all pressurizer heater cables where 

destroyed then the following items are needed to obtain a cold shutdown.  

a. Instrumentation 

Reactor Coolant Loop Pressure 

Pressurizer Level 

Reactor Coolant Loop A or 8 Inlet and Outlet Temperatures 

Steam Generator A and.B Level 

Source Range Nuclear Instrumentation (Need I of 2 channels) 

b. Valves 

Pressurizer Power Operated Relief Valve RC-66 (Closed) 

Decay Heat Removal/Reactor Coolant System Isolation Valves 

LP-l and LP-2 (Operable) 

Reactor Coolant System Letdown Valves HP-1 and HP-3 or HP-2 and HP-4' 

(remain open) 

Component Cooling Valves to Letdown Heat Exchangers CC-1 and CC-2 

(remain open) 

Core Flood Reactor Coolant System Isolation Valves 

CF-I and CF-2 (operable) 

The following is a description of availability of items needed for cold shutdown without 

pressurizer heater.  

a. Instrumentation 

1. Reactor Coolant Loop A&B Pressure

Cabling for both SSF and BOP RC Loop A and 8 Pressure will not be effected 

by a fire at the pressurizer heater delta boxes. These cable routes are 
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defined in sections A.1 and A.2 of this report.  

2. Pressurizer Level 

Cabling for SSF Pressurizer Level will not be effected by a fire'at the 

pressurizer heater delta boxes. This cable route is deifned in section A.11 

of this report.  

3. Reactor Coolant Loop A or B inlet and Outlet Temperatures 

Cabling for both SSF and BOP RC Loop A will not be effected by a fire at the 

pressurizer heater delta boxes. These cable routes are defined in Section 

A.5, A.6 and A.7 of this report.  

Cabling for both SSF and BOP RC Loop 8 Inlet Temperatures (Pump B-2) will not 

be effected by a fire at the pressurizer heater delta boxes. These cable 

routes are defined in section A.9 of this report.  

Cabling for SSF RC Loop B Outlet Temperature will not be effected by a fire 

at the pressurizer heater delta boxes. This cable route is defined in section 

A.10 of this report.  

4. Steam Generator A and B Level 

Cabling for both SSF and BOP Steam Generator A and B Level will not be effect

ed by a fire at the pressurizer heater delts boxes. These cable routes are 

defined in sections A.3 and A.4 of this report.  

5. Source Range Nuclear Instrumentation 

Cabling for channel NI-1 Source Range Nuclear Instrumentation will not be 

effected by a fire at the pressurizer heater delta boxes. This cabling is 

separated from the delta boxes by more than thirty feet.  
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b. Valves 

1. Pressurizer Power Operated Relief Valve RC-66 (closed) 

As previously defined in section 8.2 a fire will not cause valve RC-66 

to open.  

2. Decay Heat Removal/Reactor Coolant System Isolation Valves LP-1 and LP-2 

(operable) 

Cabling for both SSF and BOP will not be effected by a fire at the pressurizer 

heater delta boxes. These valves are located on drawing 0-2885 at coordinates 

3-H. As shown on this drawing and following cables to the west 

penetration it can be seen that cables are separated from the delta boxes 

by a minimum of fifty feet.  

3. Reactor Coolant Valves to Letdown Valves - Valve HP-1 and HP-3 or 

HP-2 and HP-4 (Remain open) 

Valves HP-1 and HP-3 are normally open and HP-2 and HP-4 are normally closed..  

In the event valve HP-I and HP-3 are closed then HP-2 and HP-4 must be open.  

It has been determined that control power cannot be applied inadvertantly 

to valves HP-3 and HP-4 in the event of a fire in containment. The permissive 

control room interlock is in series with the valve open holding coil after 

the limit switches; therefore the heater control power or lamp'control power 

is prevented from reaching the open holding coil circuit.  

An analysis of the effects of a fire.on cables for valves HP-1 and HP-2 

show that these valves will not close if open. This analysis is similiar 

to that detailed below for valve CC-I and CC-2.  
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From the above it has been concluded that either valve sets HP-1 and HP-3 

or HP-2 and HP-4 will remain open. Circuitry for valves HP-1 and HP-2 is 

shown on attached drawing OEE-351-13. Valves HP-3 and HP-4 are shown on 

drawing OEE-151.  

4. Component Cooling Valves to Letdown Heat Exchangers Valve CC-I and 

CC-2 (remain open) 

An analysis of.these two normally open valves concluded that a fire will 

not cause the valves to operate. A postulated fire, in which the cable 

burns severing all conductors will leave these valves open; likewise, if the 

cable burns without shorting, the valves remain open. A highly improbable 

scenario exists which involved shorting certain conductors in two separate 

cables while leaving the motor operator lead conductors undamaged. Further

more, this scenario would have to leave the control conductors with no faults 

to ground, thereby keeping the control fuse intact. This is a highly improbable 

occurrence since control conductors are run *rn grounded interlocked armor cable.  

The analysis concluded that this scenerio is virtually impossible and that 

valves will remain in the open position. Circuitry for these valves is shown 

on drawing.OEE-351-13.  

5. Core Flood/Reactor Coolant System Isolation.Valves - Valves 

CF-I and CF-2 (operable) 

Analysis is being.conducted to determine if operability of these valves .is 

required to achieve cold shutdown. If valves are needed then valve CF-I is 

acceptable since cabling is separated from the delta boxes by fifteen feet 

and therefore would not be damaged by a fire at the delta boxes. Cabling 
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for valve CF-2 would be relocated to an area fifteen Feet from the delta 

boxes to preclude possibility of damage. If valves are not needed then no 

changes would be made and they would be deleted from this summary.  

This analysis will be completed such that any necessary re-route can be 

completed during first refueling outage which occurs six months after 

effective date of Appendix R.  
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Conclusion 

A fire inside containment may require utilization of equipment controlled from the 

main plant control room and/or the Standby Shutdown Facility. Based on a combination 

of these controls as outlined above, a cold shutdown condition can be achieved and 

loss of functions caused by one fire will not jeopardize reactor safety.  

In addition to the information provided above, a fire is not likely to occur inside 

containment for the following reasons: 

1) There is limited access during operation.  

2) The Reactor Coolant Pump Mbtors are being upgraded to include a seismically 

designed oil collection system.  

3) Administrative Procedures require a search of areas inside containment to 

verify that containment is free of transient combustibles prior to startup 

of a unit.  

Based on the above information.Section 3.G.2 of the*rule has been met as follows: 

Instrumentation for devices needed for hot shutdown with exception of pressurizer 

heater meets Section 3.G.2.d in that redundant divisions are separated by more than 

twenty feet.  

Valves needed for hot shutdown meet the requirements of Section 3-G for the follow

ing reasons: 

1. These valves are normally closed.  

2. A fire w-hich damages control cabling will not cause valves to spuriously 

operate.  

instrumentation for devices needed for cold shutdown in event pressurizer heater 

is lost meets Section 3.G.2.d in that redundant divisions are separated by more 

than twenty feet.  
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Valves needed for cold shutdown do not meet the requirements of the rule and are 

being requested for exemption.for the following reasons: 

1. Valves RC-66, HP-1,2,3,4 and CC-1 and 2 have been reviewed and fire will 

not cause these valves to operate. These valves are in correct open/closed 

position for cold shutdown.  

2. Upon completion of analysis for need of valves CF-i and CF-2 the following 

action will be taken.  

a) If valves are needed then cabling for valve CF-2 will be relocated consistent 

with cabling for valve CF-1. This cabling will be located fifteen feet from 

pressurizer heater delta boxes. A schedule to complete this analysis is 

provided in section D.b.5 of this summary.  

b) If valves are not needed then no modifications to cabling will be made.



ATTACHMENT IA 

SECTION III.G.2 - Fire Protection of Safe Shutdown Capability 

Separation of Circuits in Noninerted Containments 

A review of circuits inside containment necessary for hot shutdown has been completed.  

Hot shutdown condition was chosen since at this condition the containment can be 

entered and. necessary damage control measures can be taken in order to then come to a 

cold shutdown. The following is a listing of minimum functions inside containment 

necessary to achieve and maintain hot shutdown condition. Unit I is shown below, 

The Standby Shutdown Facility cabling listed below will be made functional consistent 

with schedule for completion of Standby Shutdown Facility.  

A. Instrumentation 

Reactor Coolant Loop Pressure 

Steam Generator Level 

Reactor Coolant Loop Inlet and Outlet Temperatures 

Pressurizer Level 

B. Valves 

Decay Heat Removal/Reactor Coolant System Isolation Valves LP-1 or LP-2 

Pressurizer Power Operated Relief Valve RC-66 

C. Pressurizer-Heaters 
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The following descriptions outline how cables are routed, amount of cable separation, 

and intervening combustibles. These descriptions illustrate that hot shutdwon capa

bility will not be compromised due to a fire inside containment. Also included along 

with these descriptions are drawings which are referenced to show cable routes.  

A. Instrumentation 

1. Reactor Coolant Loop A Pressure 

The Standby Shutdown Facility (SSF) device PT-225 is located on drawilng 0-886E at 

coordinates 9-H. The cable associated with this device is number EMC1l754A. This 

cable continues on drawing 0-885 at coordinates 7-J then continues on drawing 0-886C 

at coordinates 10-E. This cable is also shown on east elevation with device at 

elevation 830+0. Cabling is also shown on the west elevation at elevation 820+6.  

The Balance of Plant (BOP) device PT-18P is located on drawing 0-886E at coordi

I 
nates 9-H. The cable associated with this device is number NIS214A. This cable 

is also shown on east elevation with device at elevation 828+0.  

As shown on the east elevation, a fire on the platform at elevation 818+0 could 

effect both SSF and BOP cables. These cables are vertically separated by approxi

mately five feet. In the event a fire destroyed both the SSF and BOP cables hot 

shutdown would be accomplished using both Loop A and B by utilization of Loop B 

Instrumentation. Loop B is located on the opposite side of the containment as 

shown on drawing 0-886. A detailed description of Loop B is included in this 

summary.  

2. Reactor Coolant Loop 8 Pressure 

The SSF device PT-226 is located an drawing 0-886C at coordnates 8-F. The cable, 
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associated with this device is number EMC 1755A. This cable Is also shown on the 

west elevation with device at elevation 827+0. The BOP device PT-20P is also 

located on drawing 0-886C at coordinate 7-F and continues on drawing 0- 8860 at 

coordinates 10-F. The cable associated with this device is number NIS-L415A.  

This cable is also shown on the west elevation with device at elevation 829+0.  

As shown on the west elevation a fire on the Floor at elevation 825+0 is unlikely 

to effect both SSF and SOP cables. The SSF cable is located approxinately 

two feet above the floor and the BOP cable is located approximately four feet above 

floor. There is also a limited amount of intervening combustibles. In the unlikely 

event a fire destroyed both the SSF and BOP cables, hot shutdown would be accom

plished using both Loop A and B by utilization of Loop A Instrumentation. Loop A 

is located on the opposite side of the containment as shown on drawing 0-886. A 

detailed description offLoop A is included in this summary.  

3. Steam Generator A Level 

The SSF device LT-66 is located on,drawing 0-884 at coordinate 7-J. The cable 

associated with this device is number EMC1758A. This cable continues on drawing 

.0- 885 at coordinates 10-Fthen continues on drawing 0-8860 at coordinates 12-H, 

then continues on drawing 0-8d6C at coordinates 1l-F. This cable is also shown on 

the east elevation with device at elevation 779+0. The SOP device LT-7P is located 

on drawing 0-884 at coordinates 7-J. The cable associated with this device is 

number IS46A. This cable continues on drawing U-886-E at coordinates 2-H and is 

shown on the east elevation at elevation 781+6.  

As shown on the east elevation, these devices are approximately three feet apart.  

In the event a fire destroyed both the SSF and SOP cables, hot shutdown, 
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would be accompliished by using Steam Generator B instrumentation and determining 

whether Steam Generator A should be isolated. Steam.Generator B is located on 

the oppostie side of containment as shown on drawing 0- 886. A detailed description 

of Steam Generator 8 is included in this summary.  

4. Steam Generator 8 Level 

The SSF device LT-67 is located on drawing 0- .884 at coordinates 6-0. The cable 

associated with this device is number EMCl759A . This cable continueslon drawing 

0- 885 at coordinates 10-F then continues on drawing 0-8860 at coordinates 12-H, 

then continues on drawing 0-886C at coordinates i1-F. This cable is also shown on 

the west elevation with device at elevation 779+0. The 8OP device LT-9P is-located -

on drawing 0-884 at coordinates 5-0. The cable associated with this device is number 

IS47A. This cable continues on drawing 0-885 at coordinates 4-0 then continues on 

I 
drawing 0-886C at coordinates 2-G then continues on drawing 0-8860 at coordinates 9-F.  

This cable is also shown on the west elevation at elevation.781+6-and 838+0.  

As shown on the west elevation these devices are approximately seven feet apart.  

In the unlikely event a fire destroyed both the SSF and BOP cables, hot shutdown 

would be accomplished by using Steam Generator A instrumentation and determining 

whether Steam Generator B should be isolated. Steam Generator A.is located on 

the opposite side of containment as shown on drawing 0- 886. A detailed descript

ion of Steam Generator A is included in this summary.  

5. Reactor Coolant Loop A Inlet Temperature - Pump A

The SSF device RD6A/RC5A-TE3 Is located on drawing 0- 885 at coordinates 12-H.  
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The cable associated with this device is number I580B. This cable continues 

on drawing 0-886E at coordinates 6-H then continues on drawing 0-887 at 

coordinates 4-1 then continues on drawing 0-886D at coordinates 12-1 then 

conti.nues on drawing 0-886C at coordinates 12-F. This cable is also shown on 

the east elevation at elevation 828+0 and 850+6. The 8OP device R068/RC5A-TE4 

is located on drawing 0-885 at coordinates 12-H. The cable associated with this 

device is number IS-85A. This cable continues on drawing 0-886E at coordinates 

6-H. This cable is also shown on the east elevation 828+0.  

As shown on the referenced drawings both the SSF and 8OP cables are located in 

the same tray. In the event a fire destroyed these cables, hot shutdown would 

be accomplished by using loop 8 instrumentation. Loop B is located on the 

opposite side of containment as shown on drawing 0-886. A detailed description 

9 
of Loop B is included in this summary.  

6. Reactor Coolant Loop A Inlet Temperature - Pump A-2 

The SSF device R058/RC5A-TE2 is located on drawing 0-885 at coordinates 14-H.  

The cable associated with this device is number IS84B. This cable continues 

on drawing 0-886E at coordinates 6-H then continues on drawing 0-887 at coordinates 

4-1 then continues on drawing 0-8860 at coordinates 12-1 then continues on drawing 

0-886C at coordinates 12-F. This cable is also shown on the east elevation at 

elevation 828+0 and 850+6. The 8OP device RD5A/RC5A-TE1 is located on drawing 

0-885 at coordinates 14-H. The cable associated.with this device is number 

IS-79A. This cable continues on drawing 0-886E at coordinates 6-H. This cable 

is also shown on the east elevation at elevation 828+0.  

As shown on the referenced drawings both the SSF and BOP cables are located in 

the same cable tray. In the event a fire destroyed these cables, hot shutdown 

would be accomplished by using Loop 8 instrumentation. Loop B is located on the 

opposite side of containment as shown on drawing .0- 886. A detailed description 

of Loop B is included in this. summary.  
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7. Reactor Coolant Loop A Outlet Temperature 

The SSF device RD84A/RC4A-TES is located on drawing 0-887 at coordinates 6-H.  

The cable associated with this device is number IS778. This cable continues on 

drawing 0-885 at coordinates 12-H then continues on drawing 0-886E at coordinates 

6-H then continues on drawingO-887 at coordinates 4-1 then continues on drawing 

.0-8860 at coordinates 12-1 then continues on drawing 0-886C at coordinates 12-F.  

This cable is also shown on the east elevation at elevation 828+0 and 850+6. The 

8OP device. R029/RC4A-TE4 is located on drawing 0-887 at coordinates 6-H. The 

cable associated with this device is number NIS-207A. This cable continues on 

drawing 0-885 at coordinates 13-H then continues on drawing 0-886E at coordinates 

11-G. This cable is also shown on the east elevation at elevation 825+9.  

As shown on drawing 0-8P7 the SSF and BOP cables are separated by four feet. In 

the event a fire destroyed these cables, hot shutdown would be accomplished by 

using loop 8 instrumentation. Loop B is located on the opposite side of contain

ment as shown on drawing 0-886. A detailed description of Loop B is included in 

this summary.  

8. Reactor Coolant Loop B Inlet Temperature - Pump 8-1 

The SSF device RD8A/RC5B-TE3 is located on drawing 0-885 at coordinates ll-K.  

The cable associated with this device is number 15878. This cable continues on 

drawing 0-886C at coordinates 6-G then continues on drawing 0-8860. at coordinates 

9-F. This cable is also shown on the west elevation at elevation 838+0. The 

8OP device RD88/RC58-TE4 is located on drawing 0-885 at coordinates 11-K. The 

cable associated with this device is number IS-93A. This cable.continues on 

drawing 0-886C at coordinates 6-G then continues on drawing 0-8860 at coordinates 

9-F. This cable is also shown on the west elevation at elevation 838+0.  

As shown on the referenced drawings the SSF and SOP cables are located in the 
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same cable tray. In the event a fire destroyed these cables, hot shutdown 

would be accomplished by using Loop A instrumentation. Loop A i.s located on 

the opposite side of containment as shown on drawing 0- 886. A detailed descript

ion of Loop A is included in this summary.  

9. Reactor Coolant Loop 8 Inlet Temperature - Pump 8-2 

The SSF device RD7B/RC5B-TE2 is located on drawing 0- 885 at coordinates 12-K.  

The cable associated with this device is number IS928. This cable cdntinues on* 

drawing 0- 886C at coordinates 6-G then continues on drawing 0- 8860 at 

coordinates 9-F. The BOP device RO7A/RC58-TEI is located on drawing 0- 885 at 

coordinates 12-K. The cable associated with this device is number IS-86A. This 

cable continues on drawing 0- 886C at coordinates 6-G then continues on drawing 

0- 8860 at coordinates 9-F.  

As shown on the referenced drawings the SSF and 8OP cables are located in the 

same cable tray. In the event a fire destroyed these cables, hot shutdown would 

be accomplished by using loop A instrumentation. Loop A is located on the opposite 

side of containment as shown on drawing 0- 886. A detailed description of Loop A 

is included in this summary.  

10. Reactor Coolant Loop B Outlet Temperature 

The SSF device RD85A/RC48-TE5 is located on drawing 0- 887 at coordinates 6-F.  

The cable associated with this device is number IS788. This cable continues 

on drawing 0- 885 at coordinates fl-L then continues on drawing 0- 886C at 

coordinates 6-G. then continues on drawing 0-8860 at coordinates 9-F. The 

BOP device R03A/IC48-TE1 is located on drawing 0-887 at coordinates 6-F. The cable 

associated with this device is number NIS-308A. This cable continues on drawing 

0-885 at coordinates 12-L then continues on drawino 0-8860 at cnoredinates 10-H 

then continues on drawing 0-886C at coordinates 11-F.  
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As shown on drawing 0- 887 the SSF and SOP cables are separated by four feet. In 

the unlikely event a fire destroyed these cables, hot shutdown would be accom

plished by using Loop A instrumentation. Loop A is located on the opposite side of 

containment as shown on drawing 0- 886. A detailed description of Loop A is included 

in this summary.  

11. Pressurizer Level 

The SSF device LT-72 is located on drawing 0-885 at coordinates 6-J. The cable 

associated with this device is number EMC1760A. This cable continues on to the 

west penetration. This cable is also shown on the east elevation with device at 

elevation 797+6. Cabling is also shown on the west elevation at elevation 820+6.  

The SOP device LT-4PI is located on drawing 0-885 at coordinates 11-1. The cable 

associated with this ddvice is number IS-96A. This .cable continues on drawing 

0-.886E at coordinates 5-H. This cable is also shown on the east elevation at 
elevation 802+3.  

As shown on the east elevetion horizontal separation of approximately fifteen feet, with 

no intervening combustibTes is more than adequate to prevent one fire from effecting 
both devices.  

12. East Penetrations 
The East penetrttions are shown on drawing 0- 886E at coordinates 6-I and 12-H.  

A review of cables at these penetrations are as follows: 

SSF SOP 
RC Loop A Inlet - Pump A-I RC Loop A Inlet -. Pump A-1 

RC Loop A Inlet - Pump A-2 RC Loop A Inlet - Pump A-2 

RC Loop A Outlet *RC Loop A Outlet 

RC Loop A Pressure RC Loop A Pressure 
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5SF 8OP 

Steam Generator A Level 

Pressurizer Heater 

-- Pressurizer Level 

Pressurizer Heater

As previously stated for Reactor Coolant Loop A Inlet Temperatures and Pressure if 

cables are destroyed hot shutdown would be accomplished by using Loop B instrumen

tation. This requires utilization of entire loop B instrumentation and not part of 

A instrumentation and part of 8 instrumentation. The remaining cables in this area 

are backed up by redundant cables located in other areas. Therefore a fire at the 

east penetration has the same consequences-as a fire which destroys Reactor Coolant 

Loop A Inlet Temperatures and Pressure.  
f 

Note that penetration for GOP RC Loop A outlet is separated from remainder of 

east penetrations by approximately fifty feet as shown on drawing 0- 886E.  

13. West Penetrations 

The West Penetrations are shown on drawings 0- 886C at coordinates E-10 and 0- 886D 

at coordinates Il-F. A review of cables at these penetrations are as follows: 

SSF BOP 

RC Loop A Inlet - Pump A-i 

RC Loop A Inlet - Pump A-2 

RC Loop A Outlet 

RC Loop 8 Inlet - Pump B-I RC Loop B Inlet - Pump 8.-1 

RC Loop 8 Inlet - Pump 8-2 RC Loop B Inlet - Pump 8-2 

RC Loop 8 Outlet RC Loop B Outlet



SSF 80P 

RC Loop 8 Pressure RC Loop B Pressure 

Steam Generator B Level Steam Generator B Level 

Pressurizer Level 

RC Loop A Pressure 

Steam Generator A Level 

Pressurizer Heater 

As presviously stated for Reactor Coolant Loop 8 Inlet and Outlet temperatures, 

RC Loop B Pressure and Steam Generator 8 Level if cables are destroyed, hot shut

down would be accomplished by using Loop A instrumentation. This requires utiliza

tion of entire loop A instrumentation and not part of A instrumentation and part 

of 8 instrumentation. The remaining cables in this area are backed up by redundnat 

cables located in otheA areas as previously described. Therefore a fire at the 

west penetration has the same consequences as a fire which destroys Reactor Coolant 

Loop 8 Inlet and Outlet temperatures and RC Loop B Pressure and Steam Generator B 

Level.  

B. Valves 

1. Decay Heat Removal/Reactor Coolant System Isolation Valves LP-1 and LP-2 

Valves LP-1 and LP-2 are located on drawing 0-885 at coordinates 9-E. These 

valves are also shown on FSAR figure 9-6. A review of these valves concluded 

that either valve LP-1 or LP-2 must remain closed to assure hot shutdown. Open

ing of both valves could result in loss of reactor coolant.  

These valves will not open as result of fire inside containment since the per

missive control room interlock is in series withthe valve opening contactor



coil .after the limit switches. This configuration prevents heater control 

power or lamp power from reaching the opening contactor coil circuit. Cir

cuitry for these valves is shown on drawing 0EE-152-13 and OEE-152-13A.  

2. Pressurizer Power Operated Relief Valve RC-66 

The PORV, RC-66 is located on drawing 0- 887 at coordinates 5-L. This valve 

is also shown on FSAR figure of e-1. A review concluded that this valve must 

remain closed to assure hot shutdown.  

This valve will not open as a result of fire inside containment for the follow

ing reason: 

For Unit I two cables are involved. One cable is routed to the limit switches 

the other cable is routfd to the solenoid. As shown on drawing OEE-350-7 the 

solenoid must be energized to open this PORV..As stated in Attachment 1, Section 

B.2 there is no way this solenoid can be energized from damage to these. cables 

during a fire.  
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C. Pressurizer Heater 

The Pressurizer Heater delta boxes are located on drawing 0-885 at coordinates 

5-J. The SSF cables associated with the pressurizer are number XSF9B, SXF9C, 

SXF90 and SXF9E which are routed to the west penetration. The SOP cables are 

located in three vertically stacked trays form the delta boxes to the panel 

boards. This portion of the cable route is shown on drawing 0-885 at coordinates 

5-J. The feeder cables continue from the panel boards to the east penetration in 

two vertically stacked trays. The pressurizer delta boxes are shown on the east 

elevation at elevation 808+0.  

As shown on drawing 0-385 the cabling for the SSF and SOP functions are ade- : 

quately separated in all areas except in vicinity of the delta boxes. In the 

unlikely event a fire developed at these delta boxes and all pressurizer heater 

cables were destroyed,fa hot shutdown condition could not be maintained indefinitely.  

A fire.in this area. would require that as soon as hot shutdown were achieved steps 

would be taken to then go to cold shutdown. A review of circuits necessary for 

cold shutdown is included in section E of this report.  

0. Cold Shutdown 

A hot shutdown condition can be maintained for a postulated fire inside contain

ment except for a fire at the pressurizer heater delta boxes. A cold shutdown 

scenario for this condition is addressed in section E of this report. With 

exception of this one area, damage control measures can be taken after hot shut

down is achieved in order to proceed with obtaining a cold shutdown.  
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E. Cold Shutdown if Pressurizer Heater Not Available 

In he event the postulated fire occurs at the pressurizer heater delta boxes as 

described in section B.12 above and function of all pressurizer heater cables where 

destroyed then the following items are needed to obtain a cold shutdown.  

a. Instrumentation 

Reactor Coolant Loop Pressure 

Pressurizer Level 

Reactor Coolant Loop A or 8 Inlet and Outlet Temperatures 

Steam Generator A and B Level 

Source Range Nuclear Instrumentation (Need I of 2 channels) 

b. Valves 

Pressurizer Power Operated Relief Valve RC-66 (Closed) 

Decay Heat Removal Reactor Coolant System Isolation Valves 

LP-1 and LP-2 (Operable) 

Reactor Coolant System Letdown Valves HP-1 and HP-3 or HP-2 and HP-4 

-(remain open) 

Component Cooling Valves to Letdown Heat Exchangers CC-I and CC-2 

(remain open) 

Core Flood Reactor Coolant System Isolation Valves 

CF-I and CF-2 (operable) 

The following is a description of availability of items needed for cold shutdown without 

pressurizer heater.  

a. Instrumentation 

1. Reactor Coolant Loop. A& Pressure 

Cabling for both SSF and 8OP RC Loop A and B Pressure will not be effected 

by a fire at the pressurizer heater delta boxes. These cable routes are 
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defined in sections A.1 and A.2 of this report.  

2. Pressurizer Level 

Cabling for SSF Pressurizer Level will not be effected by a fire at the 

pressurizer heater delta boxes. This cable route is defined in section IA.1 

of this report.  

3. Reactor Coolant Loop A or 8 Inlet and Outlet Temperatures 

Cabling For both SSF and 8OP RC Loop 8 will not be effected by a fire at the 

pressurizer heater delta boxes. These cable routes are defined in Section 

A.8, A.9 and A.10 of this report.  

Cabling for BOP RC Loop A Outlet Temperature will not be effected by a 

fire at the pressurizer heater delta boxes. This cable route is defined 
.  

in section A.7 of this report.  

4. Steam Generator A and B Level 

Cabling for both SSF and SOP Steam Generator A and B Level will not be effect 

ed by a fire at the pressurizer heater delta boxes. These cable routes are 

defined in sections A.3 and A.4 of this report.  

5. Source Range Nuclear Instrumentation 

Cabling for channel NI-2 Source Range Nuclear Instrumentation will not be 

effected by a fire at the pressurizer heater delta boxes. This cabling is 

separated from the delta boxes by more than thirty feet.  
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b. Valves 

1. Pressurizer Power Operated Relief Valve RC-66 (closed) 

As previously defined in section 8.2 a fire will not cause valve RC-66 

to open.  

2. Decay Heat Removal/Reactor Coolant System Isolation Valves LP-1 and LP-2 

(operable) 

Cabling for both SSF and 8OP will not be effected by a fire at tHe pressurizer 

heater-delta boxes. These valves are located on drawing 0- .885 at coordinates 

9-E. As shown on this drawing and following cables to the west 

penetration it can be seen that cables are separated from the delta boxes 

3. Reactor Coolant Valves to Letdown Valves - Valve HP-1 and HP-3 or HP-2 

and HP-4 (remain open) 

Cabling for these valves is separated from the pressurizer heater delta boxes 

by more than fifty feet and will not be effected by a fire at delta boxes.  

4. Component Cooling Valves to Letdown Heat Exchangers - Valve CC-1 and CC-2 

(remain open) 

Cabling for these valves is separated from the pressurizer heater delta boxes 

by more than fifty feet and will not be effected by a fire at delta boxes.  

5. Core Flood/Reactor Coolant System Isolation Valves-Valve CF-I and CF-2 

(operable) 

Cabling for these valves is separated from the pressurizer heater delta 

boxes by more than fifty feet and will not be effected by a fire at delta 

boxes.  
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Conclusion 

A fire inside containment may require utilization of equipment controlled from the 

main plant control room and/or the Standby Shutdown Facility. Based on a combination 

of these controls as outlined above, a cold shutdown condition can be achieved and 

loss of functions caused by one fire will not jeopardize reactor safety.  

In addition to the information provided above, a fire is not likely to dccur inside 

containment for the following reasons: 

1) There is limited access during operation.  

2) The Reactor Coolant Pump Motors are being upgraded to include a seismically 

designed oil collection system.  

3) Administrative Procedures require a search of areas inside containment to 

verify that containmentis free of transient combustibles prior to startup 

of a unit..  

Based on the above information Section 3.G.2 of the ru-le has been met as follows: 

Instrumentation for devices needed for hot shutdown with exception of pressurizer 

heater meets Section 3.G.2.d in that redundant divisions are separated by more than 

twenty feet.  

Valves needed for hot shutdown meet the requirements of Section 3-G for the follow

ing reasons: 

1. These valves are normally closed.  

2. A fire which damages control cabling will not cause valves to spuriously 

operate.  

Instrumentation for devices needed for cold shutdown in event pressurizer heater 

is lost meets Section 3.G.2.d in that redundant divisions are separated by more 

than twenty feet.



Valves needed for cold shutdown do not meet the requirements of the rule and are 

being requested for exemption for the following reasons: 

1. Valve RR-66, has been reviewed and fire will not cause this valve to 

operate. This valve is in the correct closed position for cold shutdown.  

2. Cables for valves LP-1, LP-2, HP-1, HP-2, HP-3, HP-4, CC-1, CC-2, CF-I and 

CF-2 are separated from the pressurizer heater delta boxes and will not be 

effected byia fire at the delta boxes.  
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ATTACHMENT III 

Section lil.G.3 Fire Protection of Safe Shutdown.Capability 

This attachment is to supplement information provided in Duke Power's submittal 

dated March 18, 1981.  

With installation of the Standby Shutdown Facility (SSF) there will be two independ

ent areas from which a hot shutdown condition can be achieved and maintained. As 

indicated in the previous submittal, cabling for these two independent systems are 

routed through the east and west penetration rooms to the Reactor Building.  

Since cabling for the SSF is routed directly through the penetration room to the 

Reactor Building and does not interface with any other plant areas) Duke Power Company 

requests an exemption to Section III.G.3 of the rule which requires that "a fixed 

fire suppression system...be installed in the...zone under consideration." The 

zone under consideration, the Control Room, is separated by physical separation and 

3-hour fire barriers from the penetration room where redundant SSF cabling enters 

Auxiliary Building and routes to Reactor Building. Fire detector devices are 

presently installed in the Control Room. No fixed fire suppression system is deemed 

necessary in light of the existing commitment to install the SSF.



ATTACHMENT II 

The following drawings are included as referenced in Attachments I and I-A.  

Attachment I Attachment i-A 

0-2884 0-884 

0-2885 0-885 

0-2886 0-886 

0-2886c 0-886C 

0-28860 0-8860 

0-2886E 0-886E 

0-2887 0-887 

East and West Elevations East and West Elevations 

0EE-151 OEE-152-13 

OEE-152-13 OEE-152-13A 

OEE-152-13A *.OEE-350-7 

OEE-350-7 

OEE-351-13


